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                UNIVERSAL MAGNIFICENT MIRACLES   

Here, we shall witness some of the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical Miracles” thus 
specifically created  and designed by GOD in our universe, galaxies, stars, planets, and our sun, 
moon and earth, and all living beings therein, and in many other natural phenomena, e.g. 
thunder, lightning, rain, clouds and winds, night and day, etc. always based on code “19” and             
in perfect Symmetry, i.e. in exact pairs again, thus to unmistakably understand and clearly 
perceive that there is only One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) who has thus created HIS Book of 
Universe and HIS Book of Religion (=i.e. specifically this “Quran Testament” here) thus 
basically based on this same “19” coded, most Superb and matchless Symmetrical 
“Mathematical Language,” in essence, from the very beginning. (=Quran Testament 74/30 & 
41/53) 

==========                                                                                                                                                                   
26- (AL-LAH said): So I will get him (=i.e. that person who claims that this Quran Testament                  
is only an utternace of a human being and not from GOD)-- into the “Uprooter” (now)                           
–thereby thus to unmistakably and clearly prove to such a disbelieving person and to all 
humanity that this can absolutely and only be from this One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) here!    

27- And what make you perceive what the “Uprooter” is?        

28- It does not “let last” --(but thus “excludes” on the left side, into the lowest region therein), 
and it does not “let stay” --(but thus “eliminates” on the right side, into the lowest region 
therein).    

29- (Then) it presents “Tables” --(on that left side & on that right side, within those upper 
regions therein) for the humanity.            

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/26-30)        
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38- And the Sun is running to its specific destination. That is the measured-Design of                    
(AL-LAH), the Mighty, the Knower.          
39- And for the moon We have measured phases, until it becomes like an old curved sheath.  
40- The Sun is not required to overtake the Moon, nor will the Night precede the Day; for all of 
them (=i.e. the Sun, the Moon, the Earth) are (thus together) running and glorifying (AL-LAH) 
in (their own) orbits. (Quran Testament 36/38-40) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in that Sun,             
the Moon, and the Earth as they are thus together running in their own orbits above), and also 
within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran 
Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So the sidereal rotational period of the Moon is: 655.73 hours       

* The sidereal rotational period of the Earth is: 23.93 hours           

* The sidereal rotational period of the Sun is: 609. 12 hours 

thus while they are running on the left side                       or/and while they are running on the right side  
of the center of the Galaxy                          of the center of the Galaxy     

the Moon  the Earth  the Sun                      the Moon  the Earth  the Sun          

  655     23     609   =  19x…       655      23    609   =  19x…  
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So the mean orbital speed of the Moon is: 3683 km per hour      

* The mean orbital speed of the Earth is: 107208 km per hour                         

* The mean orbital speed of the Sun is: 827640 km per hour 

thus while they are running on the left side                            or/and while they are running on the right side  
of the center of the Galaxy                               of the center of the Galaxy     

the Moon   the Earth   the Sun                           the Moon   the Earth   the Sun          

3600  107000  827000  = 19x…  3600  107000  827000  = 19x…  

Please, note that we have thus rounded these numbers: 3683 = 3600 & 107208 = 107000 &   
827640 = 827000 thus in a perfectly parallel manner above.       

(*The data is mainly retrieved from these sites: “solarsystem.nasa.gov” & “universetoday.com” & 
“curious.astro.cornell.edu” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   

 

Here, we should pay attention and clearly notice that based on this most specific Verse in the 
Quran Testament (=74/28; so please, also see it again now on p. 1), we thus always rightfully 
“disregard/exclude” on the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” on the right side all 
those exponential or/and fractional numbers, and thus always and exclusively take into account                   
--on the left side & on the right side-- the Main numbers, in each and every of these “19” coded,                    
most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” of our Supreme LORD here.   
And this is what we always rightfully do also in each and every of those “19” coded,                             
most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” of our Supreme LORD thus also in HIS 
Book of Religion, here in the first place --(as they are already thus clearly presented in                        
“An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then also in all of those subsequent most Superb and 
matchless Miracles therein)-- (with regard to logical or/and numerical respect) always within 
such a perfect and flawless manner, and thus also in a perfectly parallel and absolutely 
complementary and corresponding manner, in each and every time, on both sides, therein,                
based on this most specific, fundamental and clear Instruction of our Supreme LORD here                   
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30; so please, see it again on p. 1), thus in the first place.   
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And we should also, first of all, certainly know here that this most specific number “19” is also 
thus the exact “gematrical value” of the word: “Wahidan” (=i.e. One) in the Quran Testament.  

             و  ح    د    أ
1 +  4  +  8  +  6  = 19           
(*Please, see “A Golden Ratio Miracle” document, p. 18, to clearly see the “gematrical values” of all the modern Arabic letters 

in the Quran Testament.) 

 

Therefore all the Universe (=i.e. specifically due to those “4” Fundamental Forces therein,                     
in the first place; so please, certainly see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, p. 2-3  
in this regard now) and everything therein,         
by most Wondrously and precisely giving us all those multiple of nineteens, each and every time, 
thus on the left side & on the right side: 

 و  ح    د    أ           و  ح    د    أ       

= 19x…     = 19x…   

are thus openly glorifying AL-LAH (=yusabbihoona or/and yasbahoona; =17/44 & 36/40)                                      
by thus loudly proclaming --(in perfect “Symmetrical Mathematical Language” here)-- that  
AL-LAH is “ Wahidan” (=One) (=i.e. HE is the One and Only Creator and the One and Only 
GOD) of the West and of the East, and of everyone and of everything (=2/115 & 17/44) therein, 
in the first place!              
(So please, certainly see again Quran Testament 57/1 & Psalms 19/1-4                                                  
within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, on p. 21 now, in this regard again,                  
in the very first place.)   
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20- And in the Earth there are (mathematical) “Signs” for those who will attain certainty.    
(Quran Testament 51/20)   

44- AL-LAH rotates the night and the day --(thus by rotating the Earth on its own axis therein). 
Certainly, in that is a “Lesson” for those who have insight! (Quran Testament 24/44) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in that 
“rotating Earth” above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to 
them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

---------- 
The earth rotates on its axis once each day.           
Since the circumference of the Earth at the Equator is 24,901.55 miles, a spot on the Equator rotates                       
at approximately 1037.5646 miles per hour (1037.5646 times 24 equals 24,901.55) (=1669.8 km/h).   
At the North Pole (90 degrees north) and South Pole (90 degrees south), the speed is effectively zero 
since that spot rotates once in 24 hours, a very, very slow speed.        
To determine the speed at any other latitude, simply multiply the cosine of the degree latitude times                  
the speed of 1037.5646. (source: geography.about.com/od/learnabouttheearth/a/earthspeed.htm)  
---------- 

So because that basically we always take into account the metric system (=i.e. meter, kilometer, 
etc.) here --(unless there is a compelling reason to take the other system (=i.e. inch, mile, etc. 
into account in some very rare or most specific instances here)-- in all of our Calculations 
throughout that entire “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document before this, and also here,  
so we shall now again take that 1669.8 km/h (=rotating speed of the Earth at equator) into 

account here, and thus multiply it with the cosine --specifically-- for the latitude “19.19” 
degrees, thus to find the rotating speed of our Earth at this most specific latitude here.    
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The “cosine” for Latitude 19.19 degrees is: 0.94443375391       

The “rotational speed” of the Earth at equator is: 1669.8 (km per hour) 

So the “rotational speed” of the Earth at Latitude 19.19 degrees is thus:                                                      

0.94443375391 X 1669.8 = 1577.01 km per hour! 

So thus the basic “rotational speed” of our Earth   

for/in Northern hemisphere            for/in Southern hemisphere       

at Latitude 19.19 degrees             at Latitude 19.19 degrees       

in East and/or West (of the prime Meridian)          in East and/or West (of the prime Meridian)  

1577 km =19x…           1577 km =19x… 

 

(*The data is mainly retrieved from these sites: “geography.about.com” & “rapidtables.com” for/in this  
excellent Table above.)   
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5- And the alternation of the night and  the day, and what AL-LAH sends down from the sky of 
provisions to revive the land after its death,          
and the changing of the Winds are (mathematical) “Signs” for a people who understand!                    
(Quran Testament 45/5-6) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that  
changing of the “Winds” phenomenon above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it 
becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

----------             
The Beaufort Wind Scale is named after Sir Francis Beaufort, an admiral in the British Navy.                              
He developed the scale in 1805 in order to estimate Wind speed by noting how sails move in the wind.                     
It turned out to be a great help and was later adapted for use on land. It is an international scale of Wind 
velocities ranging for practical purposes from 0 (calm) to 12 (hurricane force). It was named after                  
Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-1857), British admiral and hydrographer who devised it.     
(sources: World Meteorological Organization, stormfax.com)       
---------- 

 

So let us clearly see this --(since 1805)-- worldwide renowned “Beaufort Wind Scale” now            
here thus:  
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Beaufort Number    Wind Speed    Description  Effects Observed on the Sea  
(Force)               (Knots) 

0   under 1   Calm   Sea is like a mirror 

1           1 – 3  Light air   Ripples with appearance of scales; no foam                                                                                                                   

        crests 

2     4 – 6  Light breeze  Small wavelets; crests of glassy appearance, not  

        breaking 

3     7 – 10  Gentle breeze  Large wavelets; crests begin to break; scattered  

        whitecaps 

4   11 – 16  Moderate breeze  Small waves, becoming longer; numerous  

        whitecaps 

5   17 – 21  Fresh breeze  Moderate waves, taking longer form; many  

        whitecaps; some spray 

6   22 – 27  Strong breeze  Larger waves forming; whitecaps everywhere;  

        more spray 

7   28 – 33  Near gale   Sea heaps up; white foam from breaking waves  

        begins to be blown in streaks 

8   34 – 40  Gale   Moderately high waves of greater length; edges  

        of crests begin to break into spindrift; foam is  

        blown in well-marked streaks 

9     41 – 47  Strong gale  High waves; sea begins to                                                        

        roll; dense streaks of foam; spray may begin to  

        reduce visibility 

10   48 – 55  Storm   Very high waves with overhanging crests; sea  

        takes white appearance as foam is blown in very  

        dense streaks; rolling is heavy and visibility is  

        reduced 

11   56 – 63  Violent storm  Exceptionally high waves; sea covered with  

        white foam patches; visibility further reduced 

12             64 and over Hurricane  Air filled with foam; sea completely white with  

        driving spray; visibility greatly reduced  
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So let us see the specific speeds of all of these Winds above, as/in “knots” (=it is a unit of speed 
equal to one nautical mile; please, note that we will not convert it into “km” here, because it was 
originally devised and mainly used always as/in “knots” since 1805) worldwide.  

Beaufort Number          Wind Speed            
(Force)                         (Knots) 

     1      1    3 

     2      4    6 

     3      7   10 

 

     4     11   16 

     5     17    21 

     6     22    27 

     7     28    33 

 

     8     34     40 

     9     41     47 

    10     48    55 

    11     56     63 

    12     64     -- 

So additionally, we will specifically place 68 now --(which is definitely within the range of  hurricane 
Force 12 above)-- just after that Wind speed: 64 (hurricane Force 12) above, in the very last row. 
(*Instead of 68 we could also specifically place (e.g.) 87 therein, if we seek a Force that would be                  
within maximum/extreme range thereafter.)          
And please, note that we do not take into account Force 0 above, because the Wind speed therein is from 
total “0”  only up to below “1,” so we will rightfully “disregard/exclude” it on the left side, and rightfully 
“disregard/eliminate” it on the right side, based on this most fundamental and basic Verse (=74/28) herein 
again, in the first place. *So please, thus clearly see it again (=74/26-30) on p. 1       
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So now, after rightfully changing here the places of Wind speed: 1 (which is within the first 
section, on the left side, in the first row above) with 27 (which is within the second section, on 
the right side, in the third row above), and then the Wind speed: 3 (which is within the first 
section again, on the right side, in the first row above) with 22 (which is within the second 
section again, on the left side, in the third row above);       
and thereafter, the Wind speed: 28 (which is within the second section, on the left side, in the last 
row above) with 64 (which is within the third section, on the left side, in the last row above),  
and the Wind speed: 16 (which is within the second section again, on the right side, in the first 
row above) with 40 (which is within the third section again, on the right side, in the first row 
above);                              
and last of all, again thus rightfully changing here the Wind speed: 28 (which is within the third 
section now, on the left side, in the last row above) with 68 (which is within the third section 
again, on the right side, in the last row above), thus in a perfectly Symmetrical and absolutely 
complementary manner therein, based on this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our                
Supreme LORD here again (=16/101-102), in the first place,        
--(So please, also certainly see “A Prominent Miracle 1” document, p. 24 now, thus to openly 
and clearly see these most fundamental and basic Verses (=16/101-102) therein, also in this 
respect now)--  

here is what we shall most WONDROUSLY and most AMAZINGLY see: 
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 27    22 

     4     6 

     7    10 

   ____________    ____________ 

 =19x…          =19x… 

    11    40 

    17     21 

     3      1 

    64     33 

  ____________    ____________ 

 =19x…         =19x… 

    34      16 

    41      47 

    48     55 

    56      63 

    68   28   

  ____________    ____________ 

 =19x…         =19x… 
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And we should certainly know here that whatever Scientific discovery or such a valid Scientific 
classification etc. has been made by human beings in the previous centuries, or/and now in this 
Age, or in the future --(when/if they are correct and beneficial, and thus approved by AL-LAH)--               
are thus taught to them, and are thus totally created and implemented by AL-LAH, in essence 
here (=Quran Testament 2/255 & 21/80 & 8/17 & …), thus in the first place.    
And the fact that this valid Scientific classification of the Winds (=i.e. Beaufort Wind Scale) has 
thus been developed by Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-1857), British admiral and hydrographer,               
in 1805, by such a permission and grace of AL-LAH again therein (=2/255), and was used and 
basically is still being used or/and being referred to worldwide is an unmistakable and clear 
Proof that:                                                                                                                                                             
even based on such a basic, straightforward and diligent human observation, we can now again 
clearly see that the Winds have thus been created by AL-LAH in such a wonderful Measure 
(=54/49), and thus in such a most specific --“19” coded-- Classification, from the very 
beginning! (Please, see again Quran Testament 45/5 = 41/53 = 74/30 in this regard, on p. 7).            

 

(*The data is basically retrieved from these sites: “stormfax.com” & “hwn.org” for/in these excellent 
Tables above.)   
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31- Say: Who provides for you from the heaven and the earth? Who controls all the hearing and 
the eyesight? ….. (Quran Testament 10/31) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within their 
own bodies/selves (=thus also within our “eyesight” above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly 
clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

----------             
The colors we see are the result of how the human eye and brain perceive different wavelengths of light  
in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum - roughly radiation in the range of 380 nm to 740 nm.  
The ability of the human eye to distinguish colors is based on the varying sensitivity of different cells      
in the retina to light of different wavelengths. (source: chandra.harvard.edu)     
---------- 

So the human eye can thus completely see the range of 400 nm (=i.e. from 400 to 499 nm),  
and 500 nm (=i.e. from 500 to 599 nm), and 600 nm (=i.e. from 600 to 699 nm).                                   
So if we write it down here thus now: 
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complete eyesight range       complete eyesight range     
for the left eye (nm):     for the right eye (nm):       

400 500 600   =19x…         400 500 600   =19x…     

 

*Please, note that because we cannot completely see the range of 300 nm (=i.e. totally from 300 to                 
399 nm), or/and 700 nm (=i.e. totally from 700 to 799 nm), we will rightfully “disregard/exclude” it                    
on the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” it on the right side, based on this most fundamental 
and basic Verse (=74/28) herein again, in the first place. (So please, thus clearly see it again (=74/26-30), 
on p. 3).       
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31- Say: Who provides for you from the heaven and the earth? Who controls all the hearing and 
the eyesight? ….. (Quran Testament 10/31) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within their 
own bodies/selves (=thus also within our “hearing” above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear 
to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

----------             
The number of cycles per unit of time is called the “frequency.” For convenience, frequency is most often 
measured in “cycles per second (cps)” or the interchangeable “Hertz (hz)” (60 cps = 60 hz), named after 
the 19th Century physicist. So the range of human hearing in the young is approximately 20 Hz to                   
20000 Hz (source: indiana.edu)            
---------- 

So the normal human ear can completely hear the range of 1000 hz (=i.e from 1000 to 1999 hz), 
up to 19000 hz (=i.e. from 19000 to 19999 hz).                           
So if we write it down here thus now: 
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complete hearing range       complete hearing range     
for the left ear (hz):     for the right ear (hz):       

1000 + 2000 + 3000 + 4000     1000 + 2000 + 3000 + 4000    

5000 + 6000 + 7000 + 8000         5000 + 6000 + 7000 + 8000        

9000 + 10000 + 11000     9000 + 10000 + 11000   

12000 + 13000 + 14000    12000 + 13000 + 14000   

15000 + 16000 + 17000    15000 + 16000 + 17000  

18000 + 19000       18000 + 19000      

= 19      = 19 

 

*Please, note that because we cannot completely hear the range of below 1000 hz (=i.e. totally from 0                    
to 999 hz), or/and above 20000 hz (=i.e. totally from 20000 to 20999 hz), we will rightfully 
“disregard/exclude” it on the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” it on the right side, based on 
this most fundamental and basic Verse (=74/28) herein again, in the first place. *So please, thus clearly 
see it again (=74/26-30), on p. 1       
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15- To AL-LAH prostrates everyone in the heavens and the earth, willingly or unwillingly, and 
so do their shadows in the mornings and the evenings. (Quran Testament 13/15) 

48- Did they not see that anything AL-LAH creates, their shadow incline to the right and the left, 
in prostration to AL-LAH, all in humility. (Quran Testament 16/48) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within their 
own bodies/selves (=thus also within our “shadows” thus inclining to the right and left above), 
until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So the shadow of a human being (of ideal height of about 2 meter here) would extend (from the 

midpoint of his/her footsteps) 19.05 units, when the Sun is at 19 degrees altitude after Sunrise, 

or/and before Sunset. (source: wsanford.com/~wsanford/shadow_length.html)  

 

So the basic shadow length      So the basic shadow length       
of such a human (2 m)       of such a human (2 m)      
to the left, when the Sun is      to the right, when the Sun is     

at 19 degrees altitude, after Sunrise:     at 19 degrees altitude, before Sunset: 

=19 units       =19 units 
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                   image credit: rgbstock.com (Tree Shadow) 

 

48- Did they not see that anything AL-LAH creates, their shadow incline to the right and the left, 
in prostration to AL-LAH, all in humility. (Quran Testament 16/48) 

81- And AL-LAH has made for you shade from what He created (=i.e. trees, buildings, etc. 
therein), …… (Quran Testament 16/81) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“shadows/shade” thus inclining to the right and left above), and also within themselves, until 
(thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So the shadow of such an (e.g. Oak) tree, or any kind of building or a structure (of ideal height of 

about 20 meters here) would extend (from the midpoint of its base) 190.57 units, when the Sun                     

is at 19 degrees altitude after Sunrise, or/and before Sunset. (source: wsanford.com/~wsanford/ 

shadow_length.html)  

 

So the basic shadow length      So the basic shadow length       
of such a tree (20 m)       of such a tree (20 m)      
to the left, when the Sun is      to the right, when the Sun is     

at 19 degrees altitude, after Sunrise:     at 19 degrees altitude, before Sunset: 

=190 units      =190 units 
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62- And HE is The One Who made the night and the day in succession, for those who wish to 
remember --thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here,--                    
or wish to be thankful --thus also and especially, due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here!-- (Quran Testament 25/62) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“night” and “day” in succession above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us see now the basic length of the nights and the days in succession, for each month of             
the Year, for/in this chosen City (=Tucson, Arizona), wherein this long awaited and anticipated 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” has thus been sent now by AL-LAH to all humanity, 
in this Final Age. (So please, also certainly see now: Quran Testament 27/91 in this regard, in the 
first place.)  
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January  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19 
July  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

10     13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19 
So the maximum number of “Nights” and “Days” in succession that would thus precisely give us                
a multiple of “19” above  

for/in “January”       for/in “July”      

(which lasts 31 days)   = =   (which lasts 31 days)  

27 Night and Days   = =   27 Night and Days 
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May  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

10     13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

10     13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19 
August  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

10     13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

10     13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19 
 

So the maximum number of “Nights” and “Days” in succession that would thus precisely give us                
a multiple of “19” above  

for/in “May”        for/in “August”     

(which lasts 31 days)   = =   (which lasts 31 days)  

18 Night and Days   = =   18 Night and Days 
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October  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

12     11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    12    11    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

12     11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    12    11    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

12     11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    12    11    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

=19 
December  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19 
So the maximum number of “Nights” and “Days” in succession that would thus precisely give us                
a multiple of “19” above  

for/in “October”       for/in “December”     

(which lasts 31 days)   = =   (which lasts 31 days)  

27 Night and Days   = =   27 Night and Days 
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April  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

11     12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12   11    12    11    12    11    12      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

11     12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

10     13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13   10    13    10    13    10    13      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day                   

10     13                 
hours   hours 

=19 
September  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

11     12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12   11    12    11    12    11    12      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

11     12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12   11    12    11    12    11    12      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

11     12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12   11    12    11    12    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day                   

12     11                 
hours   hours 

=19 
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So the maximum number of “Nights” and “Days” in succession that would thus precisely give us                
a multiple of “19” above  

for/in “April”        for/in “September”      

(which lasts 30 days)   = =   (which lasts 30 days)  

28 Night and Days   = =   28 Night and Days 
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February  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    12    11    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

12     11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    12    11    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day                  

12     11    12    11                  
hours   hours   hours   hours    

=19 
June  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                 

9       14     9     14     9     14               
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

=19 
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So the maximum number of “Nights” and “Days” in succession that would thus precisely give us                
a multiple of “19” above  

for/in “February”       for/in “June”       

(which lasts 29 days)   x x   (which lasts 30 days)  

29 Night and Days   x x   30 Night and Days 
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March  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

12     11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    12    11    12    11      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

12     11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11   12    11    11    12    11    12      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day             

11     12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12    11    12   11    12    11    12           
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours       

=19 
November  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19 
So the maximum number of “Nights” and “Days” in succession that would thus precisely give us                
a multiple of “19” above  

for/in “March”       for/in “November”      

(which lasts 31 days)   x x   (which lasts 30 days)  

26 Night and Days   x x   27 Night and Days 
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So now, if we take all those “19” coded, most specific Nights and Days in succession above,              
in account here, for/in such a full Year, we see that: 

In “January” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

27 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

In “July” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

27 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

  

In “May” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

18 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

In “August” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

18 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

  

In “October” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

27 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

In “December” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

27 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

 

In “April” (which lasts 30 days) there are (maximum)       

28 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein;  

In “September” (which lasts 30 days) there are (maximum)       

28 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 
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In “February” (which lasts 29 days) there are (maximum)       

29 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

In “June” (which lasts 30 days) there are (maximum)       

30 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

In “March” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

26 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

__________     

285 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein, in total, in such a full Year! 

This means:  

285 Nights     285 Days    

=19x…    =19x… 

Please, note that --(based on this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD (=74/28) 

herein again, in the first place, please, see it again on p. 3)-- we thus rightfully “disregard/exclude” on 
the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” on the right side those 27 Nights and 27 Days 
of November here, because it remains as an extra Month here with its (redundant) 30 Day period,  
of the last section above.    

And please, note that the basic length of all those Nights and Days in succession above have thus 

been taken into account specifically for/in the Year: 2014, because this is the most fundamental 

first Year (=i.e. which clearly gives a multiple of 19 here) of this most critical and important 

Third  and Last Day/Millennium  now. (So please, also certainly see now: Quran Testament 
22/47 & 2/62 in this regard, in the first place.)  

(*The data is basically retrieved from this site: “timeanddate.com” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   
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image credit: uaex.edu (Heavy Rain) 

 

11- And HE is The One who sends down rain-water from the sky, in exact measure! We then 
revive with it a dead land. Similarly, you will be brought out. (Quran Testament 43/11) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“rain-water” in exact measure above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

In such a moderate or/and a heavy Rain (=i.e. therewith a dead land could be revived, as pointed 
out above) 495 drops fall every second per square meter; and in such an excessive Rain (=i.e. 
therewith a dead land could be revived again, as pointed out above)-- 818 drops fall every second 
per square meter. (source: ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycleprecipitation.html)     

 

So in such a “moderate/heavy Rain,”     So in such an “excessive Rain,”    
the basic number of drops per second     the basic number of drops per second   
per square meter:        per square meter:       

494 = 19x…      817 = 19x…  

Please, note that --(based on this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD (=74/28) 

herein again, in the first place, please, see it again on p. 3)-- we thus rightfully “disregard/exclude”                
on the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” on the right side those only “1” drop and                   
“1” drop of Rain-water here, in such a perfectly parallel/equal manner above.    
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image credit: srh.noaa.gov (Thunder and Lightning ) 

 

13- The thunder glorifies with HIS Praise, and so do the Angels, out of reverence for HIM.                    
HE sends the lightning bolts, thus showing them to whomever HE wills. Yet, they still argue 
about AL-LAH, though HE is Awesome in Power. (Quran Testament 13/13) 

24- Among HIS (mathematical) “Signs” is that HE shows you the lightning (thus) as a source of 
fear, as well as hope, …… (Quran Testament 30/24) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“thunder” and “lightning” above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly 
clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

The speed of Sound in air, at standard atmospheric pressure, at 19 degrees (celsius) is about 

“342.7” meter per second. (source: engineeringtoolbox.com/air-speed-sound-d_603.html) 

 

So the basic speed of a Thunder     So the basic speed of a Thunder      

in such standard conditions, at 19 degrees (celsius),   in such standard conditions, at 19 degrees (celsius),  
would travel to the West at (meter per second):   would travel to the East at (meter per second): 

342 = 19x…     342 = 19x…  
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The speed of Light (=i.e. specifically at wavelength: 300 nm here) in air, at standard atmospheric 

pressure, at 19 degrees (celsius) is about “299706.4” km per second.     

(sources: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light#In_a_medium & emtoolbox.nist.gov/Wavelength/ 
Documentation.asp) 

 

So the basic speed of such a Flash     So the basic speed of such a Flash       
(at 300 nm wavelength) from a Lightning   (at 300 nm wavelength) from a Lightning   

in such standard conditions, at 19 degrees (celsius),   in such standard conditions, at 19 degrees (celsius),  
would travel to the West at (km per second):   would travel to the East at (km per second): 

299706 = 19x…    299706 = 19x…  

 

So the “Thunder” and the “Lightning” are also thus openly glorifying AL-LAH (=yusabbihoona 
or/and yasbahoona; =17/44 & 13/13) by thus loudly proclaming --(in perfect “Symmetrical 
Mathematical Language” here)-- that  AL-LAH is “Wahidan” (=“ One”) (=i.e. HE is the One 
and Only Creator and the One and Only GOD) of the West and of the East, and of everyone and 
of everything (=2/115 & 17/44) therein again, in the first place!      
(So please, certainly see again that most fundamental and basic Explanation, in this respect,                      
on p. 4). 
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                 image credit: learning.alfriston.sch.uk  (Earth  revolving around Sun) 

 

12- And We made the night and the day as two Signs; then We dimmed the “Sign” of the night 
(=i.e. “Moon”) and We made the “Sign” of the day (=i.e. “Sun”) manifest, that you may seek 
bounty from your LORD, and that you may know (especially by that manifest Sign: “Sun” here 
now) the number of the years and the calculation! And (thus) everything We have explained              
in detail. (Quran Testament 17/12) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that   
manifest Sign: “Sun” and the related “calculation” therein above), and also within themselves, 
until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

----------             
The time it takes for the Earth to rotate completely around on its axis is what we call a “day.”                                 
One complete rotation actually takes 23 hours, 56 minutes, and 4.1 seconds. (source: 
universetoday.com/14700/how-long-is-a-day-on-earth)         
---------- 
 

So if we accurately convert this 23 hours, 56 minutes, and 4.1 seconds into a precise decimal 
number here, first of all, we thus get: 23.9345 hours  
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So at the end of the 31st day of a new Year (=i.e. at the end of the very last day                                         

of the first Month therein: i.e. on January 31) we get: 23.9345 X 31 = “741.97” hours     

And at the end of the 335th day of a new Year (=i.e. at the end of the very first day                                     

of the last Month therein; i.e. on December 1) we get: 23.9345 X 335 = “8018.06” hours  

 

So in total, the basic number of Hours     So in total, the basic number of Hours      
at the end of the last Day of the first Month    at the end of the first Day of the last Month    
of a New Year:       of a New Year:  

741 = 19x…     8018 = 19x…  

 

Or/and in a Leap Year wherein the total number of days are “366” days (=i.e. because               
February lasts “29” days therein);  

So in total, the basic number of Hours     So in total, the basic number of Hours      

at the end of the last Day of the 1st Month   at the end of the last Day of the 11th Month     
of a Leap Year:       of a Leap Year:  

741 = 19x…     8018 = 19x…  
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image credit: teacheratsea.wordpress.com (Summer and Winter Solstice) 

 

62- And HE is The One Who made the night and the day in succession, for those who wish to 
remember --thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here,--                    
or wish to be thankful --thus also and especially, due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now!-- (Quran Testament 25/62) 

6- Certainly, in the contradiction of the night and the day (=i.e. thus especially, short nights and 
long days in Summer X long nights and short days in Winter here), and what AL-LAH has 
created in the heavens and the earth are (mathematical) “Signs” for a people who are righteous.   
(Quran Testament 10/6) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“nights” and “days” in succession above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us see now the basic length of the nights and the days in succession, specifically for/within  
June (wherein “Summer Solstice” occur), and then for/within December (wherein “Winter 
Solstice” occur) for/in this chosen City (=Tucson, Arizona), wherein this long awaited and 
anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” has thus been sent now by AL-LAH to all 
humanity, in this Final Age. (So please, also certainly see now: Quran Testament 27/91 in this 
regard again, in the first place.)  
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June  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                        

9       14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9     14     9    14      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day                 

9       14     9     14     9     14               
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

=19             
December  

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours    

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day    Night    Day        

13     10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10    13    10   13    10    13    10    13    10      
hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours   hours 

=19              
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So now, if we take all those “19” coded, most specific Nights and Days in succession above,              
in account here, for/in these most specific two Months (=i.e. in which Summer and Winter 
Solstice occur) of such a Year, we see that: 

In “June” (which lasts 30 days) there are (maximum)       

30 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

In “December” (which lasts 31 days) there are (maximum)       

27 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein; 

__________     

57 such most specific Nights and Days in succession therein, in total, in such a full Year! 

This means: 

57 Nights     57 Days    

=19x…    =19x… 

Please, note that --(based on this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD (=74/28) 
herein again, in the first place, please, see it again on p. 3)-- we thus rightfully “disregard/exclude” for/on 
the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” for/on the right side those very last 4 Nights and 4 Days 
of December here, because when/if they are added they absolutely cannot give multiple of “19” therein 
above.    

And please, note that the basic length of all those Nights and Days in succession above have thus 

been taken into account specifically for/in the Year: 2014, because this is the most fundamental 

first Year (=i.e. which clearly gives a multiple of 19 here) of this most critical and important 

Third  and Last Day/Millennium  now. (So please, also certainly see now: Quran Testament 
22/47 & 2/62 in this regard again, in the first place.)  

(*The data is basically retrieved from this site: “timeanddate.com” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   
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image credit: bestpregnancytips.com (A Fetus in the Womb) 

 

6- … HE creates you in the wombs of your mothers, a creation after a creation, in three (periods) 
of darkness.              
Such is AL-LAH, your LORD. To HIM belongs (all) Sovereignty. There is no god but HE!  
How is it then you deviate? (Quran Testament 39/6) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also within those “three” -periods- of darkness in the womb of the mothers 
above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!      
(Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
The first day of the pregnancy (when it comes to dating it) begins on the first day of the last 
menstrual period (LMP) of the expecting mother. And the full term pregnancy is thus basically 
calculated as 42 weeks from this time on. (source: whattoexpect.com/pregnancy/pregnancy-
health/calculating-due-date.aspx)              
---------- 

So if we write down these “42 weeks” in total, in such a perfect sequence now, here thus: 
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Week    days       Week      days       Week     days       Week      days        Week      days        Week      days 

2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = 19x…         

4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  18 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  19 1 2 3 4 5 6 7     

20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  21 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  27 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  29 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    

30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  33 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

34 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  35 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  36 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = 19x…     

37 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  38 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  39 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  40 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

41 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = 19x… 

 

We thus see that only and specifically within “three” periods (=i.e. at the end of the 3rd Week, 

and then at the end of the 36th Week, and then at the end of the 41st Week above) we can thus 

exclusively and perfectly see a multiple of “19”  here! (So please, certainly see again now: 

Quran Testament 39/6 in the previous page.)                  
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*Please, note that --(based on this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD 
(=74/28) herein again, in the first place, please, see it again on p. 3)-- we thus rightfully 
“disregard/exclude” in the beginning above, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” in the end 

above those very first Week (=i.e. 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7) --(because ovulation and conception takes 

place after the 1st Week  in most women), and the very last Week (=i.e. 42 1 2 3 4 5 6 7)                           
--(because birth giving takes place before the 42nd Week in most women), thus in such a 
perfectly parallel manner here. (*So please, certainly see it again (=74/26-30) on p. 3,                          
also in this regard now.)           

And then we should also certainly notice here that within these specific “40 Weeks” of full term 

pregnancy above (=i.e. from the beginning of the 2nd Week to the end of the 41st Week above), 
thus only and specifically at the very last days of these three exclusive Weeks:  

3rd Week, at the end of 7th Day therein;  

36th Week, at the end of 7th Day therein;    

41st Week, at the end of 7th Day therein;  

we can thus perfectly see a multiple of “19,” in the first place. And then, also at the very 

beginning or following days of these thirteen other Weeks therein: 

4th Week, at the end of 3th Day therein;  17th Week, at the end of 5th Day therein; 

4th Week, at the end of 6th Day therein;  19th Week, at the end of 2nd Day therein; 

7th Week, at the end of 5th Day therein;  28th Week, at the end of 4th Day therein; 

9th Week, at the end of 3th Day therein;  30th Week, at the end of 1st Day therein; 

9th Week, at the end of 6th Day therein;  33rd Week, at the end of 4th Day therein; 

12th Week, at the end of 5th Day therein;  35th Week, at the end of 1st Day therein; 

14th Week, at the end of 2nd Day therein; 
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we can also thus see a multiple of “19,” thereafter.        

So if we write down these specific “16 Weeks” in total above (=i.e. three of them exclusive, and 
the other thirteen are thus specific, in the way pointed out above) in this perfectly corresponding 
and parallel manner here, we again thus most AMAZINGLY and most WONDROUSLY                 
see that:    

 

Week   Week   Week   Week   Week   Week   Week   Week           Week   Week   Week   Week   Week   Week   Week   Week  

41   36    3   35   33  30   28  14      19   17   12   9    9     7    4     4 

=19x…         =19x… 

Day       Day      Day     Day       Day     Day      Day      Day           Day        Day      Day     Day     Day      Day      Day      Day    

7       7      7    1     4    1      4     2       2     5     5    6    6     5    3     3 

=19x…         =19x… 

 

*Please, note that on the right side above, we see that within the 9th Week we can get a   

multiple of “19” twice (=i.e. on the 3rd and the 6th Days therein (please, see it on the 

previous page), and within the 4th Week, we can get a multiple of “19” twice  (=i.e. on the 3rd 

and the 6th Days therein again (please, see it on the previous page); but because that on account 

of these specific occurrences, we place these specific two Weeks twice as: 9  9 &  4  4 on the 

right side above, in the first place, so we have placed these specific Days therein twice again as:                      

6  6 &  3  3 thereafter, thus in a perfectly parallel manner, based on this most Wise and perfect 

Instruction of our Supreme LORD herein again (=16/101-102), thus also in this respect now,             
in the first place!                  
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So last of all, we should also certainly see here these most critical and important Verses,            
in this respect again, now thus:  

==========              
20- Did We not create you from a humble fluid?   

21- Then We made it in a place of protection (=i.e. womb),  

22- Until a “measured time” that is known (by Us). 

23- So We thus measured --based on code “19”  here again; 74/30 = 39/6 = 41/53);                                     

and We are the Best Measurers! --(as we have already thus most clearly and unmistakably 
witnessed it here again in these above Verses: 39/6 = 74/30 = 41/53)! 

24- Woe on that Day to the rejecters! 

(Quran Testament 77/20-24)          
========== 

*Please, note that this most specific pronoun (=i.e. “We”) in the Quran Testament thus always 
refer to our Supreme LORD, in the first place, together with all of HIS highest ranking Angel 
Servants --who are under HIS Absolute Sovereignty and Supreme Authority there-- thereafter.                  
(So please, certainly see in this respect now: Quran Testament 69/17 & 40/7, in the first place.)     
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image credit: babyanimalzoo.com (Baby-Sheep)       image credit: cow-pictures.blogspot.com (Baby-Cow) 

 

143- Eight pairs: from the sheep two (=i.e. as one male and one female), and from the goats two 
(=i.e. as one male and one female). Say: Is it the two males (=i.e. thus also a specific reference to 
that one male sheep which will be placed within the second section, on the right side of our            
“19” coded Table here, then to that one male goat which will be placed within the first section, 
on the left side of our “19” coded Table here) that HE forbade, or the two females (=i.e. thus also 
a specific reference to that one female sheep which will be placed within the second section, on 
the left side of our “19” coded Table here, then to that one female goat which will be placed 
within the first section, on the right side of our “19” coded Table here), or what the womb of 
those two females bore (=i.e. thus also a specific reference to those four baby sheep which will 
be placed within the second section again, on the left side of our “19” coded Table here, then to 
those three baby goats which will be placed within the first section again, on the right side of our 
“19” coded Table here)! Inform me based on (such) a --“19” coded-- “Knowledge” (=74/30),             
if you are truthful!           
   

144- And from the camels two (=i.e. as one male and one female), and from the cows two (=i.e. 
as one male and one female). Say: Is it the two males (=i.e. thus also a specific reference to that 
one male camel which will be placed within the second section, on the right side of our                           
“19” coded Table here, then to that one male cow which will be placed within the first section, 
on the left side of our “19” coded Table here) that HE forbade or the two females (=i.e. thus also 
a specific reference to that one female camel which will be placed within the second section, on 
the left side of our “19” coded Table here, then to that one female cow which will be placed 
within the first section, on the right side of our “19” coded Table here), or what the womb of 
those two females bore (=i.e. thus also a specific reference to those four baby camels which will 
be placed within the second section again, on the left side of our “19” coded Table here, then to 
those three baby cows which will be placed within the first section again, on the right side of our 
“19” coded Table here)!    
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Or were you witnesses when AL-LAH ordered you with this --(kind of baseless prohibitions 
above)? Then who is more wicked than one who invents lies (=i.e. such baseless prohibitions 
above, to attribute them) to AL-LAH in order to misguide the people without any (real                            
such) --“19” coded-- “Knowledge” (=74/30)! Then, AL-LAH does not guide (such) wicked 
people (here; 74/31)!  

(Quran Testament 143-144) 

 

So let us clearly see all of those specific animals, as clearly pointed out above, with their specific 
(diploid: 2n) “chromosome numbers” here, now thus:   
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diploid  diploid                
chromosome chromosome            
numbers  numbers  

male Goat          60       60   female Goat 

male Cow          60       60   female Cow 

60    -female baby Goat-       
60    -female baby Cow-     

60    -male baby Goat-     
60    -male baby Cow-       

60    -female baby Goat-    
60    -female baby Cow-  

female Sheep          54       54   male Sheep 

female Camel          74       74   male Camel 

-female baby Sheep-         54           
-female baby Camel-         74            

-male baby Sheep-                54            
-male baby Camel-           74            

-female baby Sheep-          54           
-female baby Camel-          74           

-male baby Sheep-                54            
-male baby Camel-          74 

      =19x…    =19x… 

* Please, note that we have specifically taken into account “three” baby Goats, or/and baby 
Cows within the first section above, and then specifically “four” baby Sheep, or/and baby 
Camels within the second section above, due to this most Wise and perfect “Sign” of our 

Supreme LORD in this regard, within these specific Verse Numbers above (=6/143 and 144) 
thus in the first place!  
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And please, note that the mitochondrial dna (=smallest chromosomes, which are located 
“outside” the nucleus) are not included in these regular (diploid) chromosome numbers (which 
are located “inside” the nucleus) above; so --(based on this most fundamental and basic Verse  
(=74/28) herein again, in the first place, please, see it again on p. 1)-- we thus rightfully 
“disregard/exclude” them, --for/on the left side,-- and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” them                         
--for/on the right side,-- here again, in the first place. (=74/26-30)        
(So please, certainly also see here again: “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, p. 63 
now, thus to clearly witness all those other unique land “animals” therein, which are thus 
specifically mentioned in the Quran Testament, and most Wisely and perfectly coded by our                      

Supreme LORD within/under number “19” again (=74/30), thus in an exactly same/similar 

manner therein, in the first place.)   
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image credit: maritime-connector.com (Ships passing through St. Lawrence Seaway) 

 

31- Have you not seen the ships sailing the sea, carrying AL-LAH's provisions, to show you 
some of HIS (mathematical) “Signs!” For in that are (mathematical, symmetrical) “Signs” for 
every one who is --so now thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here-- “patient,” --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- “thankful!”   
(Quran Testament 31/31) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“ships” sailing the sea with those “provisions” above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it 
becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
The term “Seawaymax” refers to the maximum size of vessels capable of passing through the canal locks 
of the St. Lawrence Seaway. … So the size of ships that can pass through the Seaway is limited by the 
size of these locks. Taking this into account, a typical “Seawaymax” ship is designed to be 225.6 m                 
(740 ft) long, 23.8 m (78 ft) wide, …… (source: maritime-connector.com/wiki/seawaymax)    
---------- 

So now, if we take into account such a typical Seawaymax ship (=i.e. about “226” m long, and 
“24” m wide, in round numbers) that can travel between the (salty waters of) Atlantic Ocean and 
also in the (fresh waters of) Great Lakes, thus carrying AL-LAH’s many provisions therein: 
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2400 x 22600 x 19 = 1,030,560,000 cm3          

(=First of all, this would be the volume of that displaced water, if/when it sinks 19 cm deeper                
in the Sea due to a specific/extra cargo (=i.e. with all those “provisions” pointed out above) 
weight. 

So in (Fresh) Lake Waters,     So in (Salty) Sea Waters,      
whose average/normal density is: 1.0   whose average/normal density is: 1.025  
thus        thus   

1,030,560 kg        1,056,324 kg 

=19x…     =19x… 

specific/extra cargo would sink    specific/extra cargo would sink     

such a Ship “19”  cm deeper in the Sea!  such a Ship “19”  cm deeper in the Sea! 

 

So in (Salty) Sea Waters,     So in (Salty) Sea Waters,      
whose minimum density is: 1.020   whose maximum density is: 1.029      
thus        thus   

1,051,171.20 kg        1,060,446.24 kg 

=19x…     =19x… 

specific/extra cargo would sink    specific/extra cargo would sink     

such a Ship “19”  cm deeper in the Sea!  such a Ship “19”  cm deeper in the Sea! 
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image credit: latitude-longitude.net (Latitudes and Longitudes) 

 

10- HE is The One Who made the earth a habitat for you, and HE made “pathways” (=thus a 
specific reference also to each of those “latitudes” and “longitudes” here now) therein, that you 
may be guided! (Quran Tesament 43/10)   

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“latitudes” and “longitudes” above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly 
clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

Here again, first of all, we should certainly know that all the Scientific discoveries, or                
Scientific classifications, definitions, formulas, etc. that have thus been discovered by human 
beings in the previous centuries, or/and now in this Age, or in the future --(when/if they are 
correct and beneficial, and thus approved by AL-LAH)-- are thus taught to them, and are thus 
totally created and implemented by AL-LAH, in essence (=Quran Testament 2/255 & 21/80 & 
8/17 & …), in the first place. (So please, also certainly see again that superbly “Magnificent 
Miracle” and the basic Explanation thereof in this regard, on p. 12, in the first place).   

So now, let us see the length of a degree of each Latitude and Longitude from 90 to 0 degrees, 
within these most specific points (=i.e. at “76” (=19x4), and then “57” (=19x3), and then            
“38” (=19x2), and then “19” (=19x1) degrees)-- in between, thus from the North Pole, or/and            
the South Pole, --down or up-- to the Equator, here thus:  
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Length of a Degree of “Latitude ” (meter): 

From the North Pole to the Equator: 

90o   76o   57o   38o   19o   0o    

111694 111628 111360 110996 110692 110574  

=19x… 

or/and From the South Pole to the Equator: 

90o   76o   57o   38o   19o   0o    

111694 111628 111360 110996 110692 110574  

=19x… 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

Length of a Degree of “Longitude” (meter): 

From the North Pole to the Equator: 

90o   76o   57o   38o   19o   0o    

0  27016  60772  87832  105292 111319  

=19x… 
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or/and From the South Pole to the Equator: 

90o   76o   57o   38o   19o   0o    

0  27016  60772  87832  105292 111319  

=19x… 

 

(*The data is basically retrieved from this site: “csgnetwork.com/degreelenllavcalc.html” for/in these 
excellent Tables above.)   
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im. credit: math.sfsu.edu (Jerusalem)           im. credit: en.wikipedia.org (Makkah )         image credit: arizona.edu (Tucson) 

 

55- … And We gave David --(in Jerusalem)-- the Psalms. (Quran Testament 17/55) 

40- Muhammad was not the father of any of your men, but he was --(in Makkah)-- the 
Messenger of AL-LAH, and the seal of the Prophets. … (Quran Testament 33/40) 

91- (O Messenger of the Covenant, i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee 
descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad --peace be upon both of them-- here) you 
shall say: I am commanded to worship the LORD of this “Town” (=Tucson) --HE has made it a 
safe sanctuary-- and HE possesses all things. And I am (thus) commanded (here) to be of those 
who surrender (to AL-LAH)! (Quran Testament 27/91) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
three “most sacred Towns” above now), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

           

So let us clearly see the perfect Coordinates of these three “most sacred Towns” (=i.e. Jerusalem, 
Makkah, and Tucson) now, here thus: 
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Latitudes:  Jerusalem   Makkah   Tucson     

   31o
  46’ North    21o

  25’ North 32o
  13’ North 

31  21  32   =  19x… 

Longitudes:  Tucson   Jerusalem   Makkah     

  110o
  55’ West 35o

  13’ East    39o
  49’ East   

110  35  39   =  19x…  

*Please, note that we have thus perfectly placed these three “most sacred Towns” thus within its 
proper historical order (=i.e. first came David in Jerusalem, then came Muhammad in Makkah, 
then came their Messiah and Mahdee descendant, i.e. this most critical and important 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” therein in Tucson now), with regard to the Latitudes 
above, in the first place, also because each of them is perfectly thus: North, North, North 
therein; but because that with regard to the Longitudes above, each of them is exclusively thus: 
East, East, West, we have therefore thus perfectly and legitimately placed Tucson in the first 
place therein.                         
So let us also see now “Length of a degree of Latitude” for each of these specific Latitudes                    
of these three “most sacred Towns” above, here thus:  

Length of a Degree of Latitude (meter): 

Jerusalem   Makkah   Tucson         

31o
 (North )    21o

 (North )  32o
 (North ) 

110869  110717  110887 

So if we write them as “round numbers” here thus: 

110000  110000  110000 

= 19x… 
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So let us also see now “Length of a degree of Longitude” for each of these specific Latitudes of 
these three “most sacred Towns” above, here thus:  

Length of a Degree of Longitude (meter): 

Tucson   Jerusalem   Makkah        

32o
 (West)  31o

 (East)    21o
 (East)  

94493  95504  103970 

So if we write them as “round numbers” thus: 

95000  96000  103000 

= 19x… 

* Please, note that when we round the “five digit numbers” (=e.g. 94493) above, we thus 
increase them to the next order (=i.e. 95000), but when we round the “six digit numbers” (=e.g. 
103970) above, we thus keep them at the same order (=i.e. 103000) for/within the length of a 
degree of “Latitudes” and also “Longitudes” above.                          
And please, also note that because of the exact same reason above, we have thus perfectly and 
legitimately placed Tucson in the first place herein again, within those “Longitudes” above.                 
         

And to clearly witness all of those most miraculous and important Prophecies by prophet Moses,                     
and Jesus, and David, and Muhammad; peace be upon each of them) with regard to this                   
most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” (=i.e. the long awaited and 
anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad; peace be 
upon both of them here), and this “chosen Town” wherein this most critical and important 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” will thus dwell in this Final Age, by the 
Commandment of our Supreme LORD here (=Quran Testament 27/91 & 95/1-3),                               
please, also certainly see “A Supernal Miracle” document, p. 17-27, and “A Miraculous Seal” 
document, p. 12-14, and “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 19-23 now, in this regard, in the             
first place.    
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image credit: learner.org (East and West of Prime Meridian ) 

 

17- (HE is) The LORD of two easts and two wests! (Quran Testament 55/17) 

40- So I do swear by The LORD of (all) easts and (all) wests, that We are able!    
(Quran Testament 70/40) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“two easts” and “two wests,” and thereafter also “(all) easts” and “(all) wests” above), and              
also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!                      
(Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us see the precise Length of a Degree of Longitude for 19o
 first of all, here thus: 

Length of a Degree of “Longitude” (in meter) for: 

19o 

105291.976 (m) 
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And because that in total there are “180” Longitudes in the East of the Prime Meridian (=i.e. 
Greenwich), we shall multiply it now, here thus:  

105291.9 x 180 = 18952542 meter = 18952.542 km 

So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 19o  is thus:    

18952.5 km = 19x… 

in the Northern East (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 19o Latitude, up to the Northern 
Pole therein) is thus specifically the “East 1” in this regard! (=55/17)    

So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 19o  is again thus:  

18952.5 km = 19x… 

in the Southern East (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 19o Latitude, down to the 
Southern Pole therein) is thus specifically the “East 2” in this regard! (=55/17)       

 

And then because that in total there are “180” Longitudes also in the West of the Prime 
Meridian (=i.e. Greenwich), we shall again multiply it now, here thus:  

105291.9 x 180 = 18952542 meter = 18952.542 km 

So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 19o  is thus:   

18952.5 km = 19x… 

in the Northern West (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 19o Latitude, up to the 
Northern Pole therein) is thus specifically the “West 1” in this regard! (=55/17)    
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So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 19o  is thus:  

18952.5 km = 19x… 

in the Southern West (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 19o Latitude, down to the 
Southern Pole therein) is thus specifically the “West 2” in this regard! (=55/17)       

************** 

And thereafter, let us see now the precise Length of a Degree of Longitude for 0o
 first of all,                   

here thus: 

Length of a Degree of “Longitude” (in meter) for: 

0o 

111319.458 (m) 

And because that in total there are “180” Longitudes in the East of the Prime Meridian (=i.e. 
Greenwich), we shall multiply it now, here thus:  

111319.4 x 180 = 20037492 meter = 20037.492 km 

So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 0o  is thus:   

20037.4 km = 19x… 

in the Northern East (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 0o Latitude to 19o Latitude,               

and then from 19o Latitude, up to the Northern Pole therein) is thus specifically the “East 1 - 2” 
in this regard! (=70/40)    
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So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 0o  is again thus:   

20037.4 km = 19x… 

in the Southern East (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 0o Latitude to 19o Latitude,               

and then from 19o Latitude, down to the Southern Pole therein) is thus specifically the                    
“East 3 - 4” in this regard! (=70/40)       

 

And then because that in total there are “180” Longitudes also in the West of the Prime 
Meridian (=i.e. Greenwich), we shall again multiply it now, here thus:  

111319.4 x 180 = 20037492 meter = 20037.492 km 

So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 0o  is thus:   

20037.4 km = 19x… 

in the Northern West (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 0o Latitude to 19o Latitude,               

and then from 19o Latitude, up to the Northern Pole therein) is thus specifically the “West 1 - 2” 
in this regard! (=70/40)    

So the total Length of a Degree (=i.e. 180 Degrees in total) of Longitudes for 0o  is thus:     

20037.4 km = 19x… 

in the Southern West (=i.e. thus representing all the regions from 0o Latitude to 19o Latitude,              

and then from 19o Latitude, down to the Southern Pole therein) is thus specifically the                      
“West 3 - 4” in this regard! (=70/40)    

(*The data is basically retrieved from this site: “csgnetwork.com/degreelenllavcalc.html” for/in these 
excellent Tables above.)  

And please, note that our Supreme LORD may also grant unto us further Knowledge regarding  
these “two Easts” and “two Wests,” and then “(all) Easts” and “(all) Wests” thus also in Galactic 
or/and Universal Scale, also in the future, inshaAl-lah. (=Quran Testament 21/37 & 41/53 & …)    
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      image credit: nicerweb.com (Ringneck Dove) 

 

19- Have they not seen the birds above them, spreading their wings and drawing them in?                
None but (AL-LAH Who is) The Gracious (thus) holds them up (in the air). Certainly, HE is 
Seer of all things. (Quran Testament 67/19) 

79- Have they not looked to the birds held in the atmosphere of the sky? None but AL-LAH 
(thus) holds them up (in the air). In that are (mathematical) “Signs” for a people who believe. 
(Quran Testament 16/79) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“birds” in the air spreading their wings and drawing them in above), and also within themselves, 
until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
Ringed Turtle Dove (Streptopelia Risoria) tested at flying at “1” meter per second, then at “5” 
meter per second, then at “9” meter per second, then at “17” meter per second; 
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Angle of Attack at low speeds peaked at 52 degrees (proximal wing) and 43 degrees (distal 
wing). And then Angle of Attack at high speeds decreased to 9 – 14 degrees (proximal wing) and 
-5 – 14 degrees (distal wing). (source: people.eku.edu/ritchisong/554notes2.html)    
---------- 

 

So if  

at low speed the Angle of Attack (proximal wing) is: 52 degrees       
and at high speed the Angle of Attack (proximal wing) is: 14 degrees (maximum), therein;  

The difference       The difference      
(for the left wing)       (for the right wing)     
thereof is:       thereof is: 

38 degrees = 19x…     38 degrees = 19x…   
(within the same plane)     (within the same plane) 

 

So if  

at low speed the Angle of Attack (distal wing) is: 43 degrees       
and at high speed the Angle of Attack (distal wing) is: -5 degrees (minium), therein;  

The difference       The difference      
(for the left wing)       (for the right wing)     
thereof is:       thereof is: 

38 degrees = 19x…     38 degrees = 19x…   
(within the opposite plane)      (within the opposite plane) 
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The Aspect Ratios (=i.e. the Ratio of length to width of a Wing) among all of the Bird species                  
(examined up to date) basically vary between “1.5” up to about “18.”                                                
The Wing Loading (=i.e. Weight / Wing Surface) among all of the Bird species (examined up to date) 
basically vary between “1” up to about “20” kg/m2  (source: people.eku.edu/ritchisong/554notes2.html)      
----------- 

So with regard to “Aspect Ratios,” within all of these Bird species above, only these                                

“9” certain values can thus give us a multiple of “19”  therein;      
and then with regard to “Wing Loadings,” within all of these Bird species above, only these  

“10” certain values can thus give us a multiple of “19”  therein; 

The Aspect Ratios (in total: 9) & The Wing Loadings (in total: 10)  

the left Wing      the right Wing 

1   1.9       1   1.9     
 2   3.8       2   3.8    
 3   5.7       3   5.7    
 4   7.6       4   7.6    
 5   9.5       5   9.5    
 6   11.4       6   11.4   
 7   13.3      7   13.3   
 8   15.2       8   15.2   
 9   17.1      9   17.1      

1   1.9       1   1.9     
 2   3.8       2   3.8    
 3   5.7       3   5.7    
 4   7.6       4   7.6    
 5   9.5       5   9.5    
 6   11.4       6   11.4   
 7   13.3      7   13.3   
 8   15.2       8   15.2   
 9   17.1      9   17.1                               
10 19.0      10 19.0  

=19x…     =19x…  
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image credit: writewhat.com (Spine-tailed Swift)     image credit: allaboutbirds.org (Hummingbird ) 

 

----------             
The fastest flying bird (in level flight) is the Spine-tailed Swift with 47 meter per second.         
The fastest flapping bird in the world is the Hummingbird with 200 times per second.                   
(sources: thetravelalmanac.com/lists/birds-speed.htm & pbs.org/wnet/nature/episodes/ 
hummingbirds-magic-in-the-air/introduction/5424)         
---------- 

So the fastest speed + fastest wingbeat          
per second              
of these record holder birds together  

 

for/on their left Wings:     for/on their right Wings: 

47 + 200       47 + 200 

247 = 19x…      247 = 19x…  
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image credit: willridgeimages.co.uk (R. Griffon Vulture )       image credit: writewhat.com (Spine-tailed Swift)  

 

----------             
The highest flying bird ever recorded is “Ruppell’s Griffon Vulture,”       
at 37900 feet (=11551.92 m) 

The fastest flying bird (in level flight) recently recorded is “Spine-tailed Swift,”                            
at 106 mile (=170.59 km) per hour          
(Sources: archive.audobonmagazine.org/birds/birds0011.html & thetravelalmanac.com/ 
lists/birds-speed.htm)            
---------- 

 

So the highest flying bird            
ever recorded              
(in round number) in meter:            
              

11552 =19x…  

So the fastest flying bird    
recently recorded                         
(in round number) in kilometer:   
       

171 =19x…   
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image credit: geol.umd.edu (A Gliding Albatross)          image credit: allaboutbirds.org (A Gliding Black Vulture ) 

  

Gliding Ratio of “Albatross” is: 25 (=i.e. when gliding, it may travel up to 25 meters for                       
every meter of altitude lost.) And this is a maximum Ratio among the birds that basically glide 
over the seas.    

Gliding Ratio of “Black Vulture” is: 20 (=i.e. when gliding, it may travel up to 20 meters for              
every meter of altitude lost.) And this is a maximum Ratio among the birds that basically glide 
over the land. (source: people.eku.edu/ritchisong/554notes3.html) 

So such an “Albatross” would    So such a “Black Vulture” would   
normally descend       normally descend    

76 meter =19x…     95 meter =19x… 

when gliding 1900 meter distance!    when gliding 1900 meter distance! 

(=i.e. 1900 / 25 = 76)      (=i.e. 1900 / 20 = 95) 
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image credit: csep10.phys.utk.edu (Layers of Atmosphere)               image credit: education-portal.com (Layers of Earth )       

 

12- AL-LAH is The One Who created seven skies (=thus a specific reference also to those seven 
layers of the atmosphere), and of the earth the same (number) as them (=thus a specific reference 
also to those seven layers of the earth thereafter). (HIS) Command descends between them, that 
you may (thus) know that AL-LAH is --so now thus also and especially, due to the left side of 
those “19” coded Tables here-- Omnipotent over all things, and AL-LAH has encompassed                        
--thus also and especially, due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- all things              
with (HIS) Knowledge! (Quran Testament 65/12)   

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
seven layers of the atmosphere, and then those seven layers of the earth above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!     
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  
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* So here are those specific “7 layers” of the Atmosphere: 

7  Exosphere: it starts from 600 km and extends up to 10000 km 

6  Thermosphere: it starts from 300 km and extends up to 600 km 

5  Ionosphere: it starts from 85 km and extends up to 300 km   

4  Mesosphere: it starts from 50 km and extends up to 85 km 

3  Stratosphere: it starts from 20 km and extends up to 50 km 

2  Ozone Layer: it starts from 10 km and extends up to 37 km   

1  Troposphere: it starts from 0 km and extends up to 20 km 

20   37   50   85   300   600   10000    =   19x…  

 

* So here are those specific “7 layers” of the Earth: 

7  Crust: it starts from 0 km and extends down to 75 km 

6  Upper Mantle: it starts from 75 km and extends down to 400 km 

5  Transition Region: it starts from 400 km and extends down to 650 km   

4  Lower Mantle: it starts from 650 km and extends down to 2700 km 

3  D’ Layer: it starts from 2700 km and extends down to 2890 km 

2  Outer Core: it starts from 2890 km and extends down to 5150 km   

1  Inner Core: it starts from 5150 km and extends down to 6378 km 

6378   5150   2890   2700   650   400   75    =   19x…  
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(*The data for “the seven layers of the Atmosphere” above is basically retrieved from these sites: 
“srh.noaa.gov” & “ozonelayer.noaa.gov;” and the data for “the seven layers of the Earth” above                                   
is basically retrieved from these sites: “library.thinkquest.org” & “walrus.wr.usgs.gov”                                  
for/in both of these excellent Tables above.)  

And please, note that there is no scientific consensus about the exact measures (of the heights 
or/and the depths) of each of those “7 layers” of the Atmosphere, or/and of the Earth above.              
But those measurements can thus be accepted as generally the most accurate and the                      
most reliable measurements thus perfectly presented above. 

 

And please, note that the total height of those specific “7 layers” of the Atmosphere thus 
basically extends up to 10000 km above,         
and the total depth of those specific “7 layers” of the Earth thus basically extends down to         
6378 km below therein.         

 

So the total height & depth      So the total height & depth    
of the atmosphere & earth      of the atmosphere & earth     
(in km)          (in km)       
when looking        when looking      
up into the sky & down into the earth     down into the earth & up into the sky 
from within Western hemisphere:    from within Eastern hemisphere: 

 

10000 + 6378 =       6378 + 10000 =  

16378 = 19x…     16378 = 19x… 
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     image credit: blogs.glowscotland.org.uk (Phases of the Moon)       

 

189- They ask you regarding the new moons, say: They are (precise) timing devices for the 
people and the Pilgrimage! (Quran Testament 2/189) 

39- And the Moon; We have measured for it phases, until it becomes (a crescent) like an old 
curved sheath. (Quran Testament 36/39) 

5- HE is The One Who rendered the Sun radiant, and the Moon a light, and HE measured phases    
for it, that you may learn the count of the years, and the --“19” coded-- Calculation!   
AL-LAH did not create all this, except for/with Truth.        
HE (thus) explains the (mathematical) “Signs” for people who know! (Quran Testament 10/5) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“new moons” and thus the “phases” of the Moon above), and also within themselves, until (thus) 
it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So, first of all, let us see the main “phases” of the “Moon” now, here thus:  
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New Moon (=i.e. wherein % 0 percent of the Moon is visible)          
First Quarter  (=i.e. wherein % 50 percent of the Moon is visible)       
Full Moon  (=i.e. wherein % 100 percent of the Moon is visible)              
Last Quarter (=i.e. wherein % 50 percent of the Moon is visible)        

And besides these main “phases” of the “Moon” above, let us see the other “phases” of the 
“Moon” that thus occur in between: 

New Moon            
Waxing Crescent (=i.e. wherein the Moon gradually grows until half of it will become visible  
at the First Quarter ; so we will get here the specific phases wherein exclusively % 19 and % 38 
percent of the Moon may thus be visible therein)         

First Quarter             
Waxing Gibbous (=i.e. wherein the Moon gradually grows until whole of it will become visible         
at the Full Moon ; so we will get here the specific phases wherein exclusively % 57 and % 76 
percent of the Moon may thus be visible therein)          

Full Moon              
Waning Gibbous (=i.e. wherein the Moon gradually shrinks until half of it will become visible 
at the Last Quarter; so we will get here the specific phases wherein exclusively % 76 and % 57 
percent of the Moon may thus be visible therein)          

Last Quarter             
Waning Crescent (=i.e. wherein the Moon gradually shrinks until none of it will become visible 
at the New Moon; so we will get here the specific phases wherein exclusively % 38 and % 19 
percent of the Moon may thus be visible therein)    

     

So in such a full cycle of a Lunar Month above, we shall see now all of these main and                            
most specific “phases” of the “Moon” above, in perfect sync with its diameter (=3476 km),                
here thus: 
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New Moon   (=% 0 percent is visible); so the % 0 of Moon’s diameter:         0     
Waxing Crescent  (=% 19 percent is visible); so the % 19 of Moon’s diameter:       660.44  
Waxing Crescent  (=% 38 percent is visible); so the % 38 of Moon’s diameter:       1320.88  
First Quarter   (=% 50 percent is visible); so the % 50 of Moon’s diameter:       1738.00     
Waxing Gibbous  (=% 57 percent is visible); so the % 57 of Moon’s diameter:       1981.32  
Waxing Gibbous  (=% 76 percent is visible); so the % 76 of Moon’s diameter:       2641.76  
Full Moon   (=% 100 percent is visible); so the % 100 of Moon’s diameter:   3476.00  
Waning Gibbous  (=% 76 percent is visible); so the % 76 of Moon’s diameter:       2641.76  
Waning Gibbous  (=% 57 percent is visible); so the % 57 of Moon’s diameter:       1981.32  
Last Quarter   (=% 50 percent is visible); so the % 50 of Moon’s diameter:       1738.00    
Waning Crescent  (=% 38 percent is visible); so the % 38 of Moon’s diameter:       1320.88  
Waning Crescent  (=% 19 percent is visible); so the % 19 of Moon’s diameter:       660.44   

  

0   661   1321   1738   1982   2642   3476   2642   1982   1738   1321   660                      

=19x… 
*Please, note that we have rounded all the numbers above thus to the next digit, on both sides,                   
with one specific exception: we have rounded this number 660.44 as “661” in the very first 
place, and as “660” in the very last place.                                           

 

So let us also see now all of these main and most specific “phases” of the “Moon” above,                    
in perfect sync this time with its circumference (=10916 km), here thus: 
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New Moon           (=% 0 percent is visible); so the % 0 of Moon’s circumference:         0    
Waxing Crescent    (=% 19 percent is visible); so the % 19 of Moon’s circumference:    2074.04  
Waxing Crescent    (=% 38 percent is visible); so the % 38 of Moon’s circumference:    4148.08  
First Quarter          (=% 50 percent is visible); so the % 50 of Moon’s circumference:    5458.00   
Waxing Gibbous    (=% 57 percent is visible); so the % 57 of Moon’s circumference:    6222.12  
Waxing Gibbous    (=% 76 percent is visible); so the % 76 of Moon’s circumference:    8296.76  
Full Moon       (=% 100 percent is visible); so the % 100 of Moon’s circumference:  10916.00  
Waning Gibbous    (=% 76 percent is visible); so the % 76 of Moon’s circumference:    8296.76  
Waning Gibbous    (=% 57 percent is visible); so the % 57 of Moon’s circumference:    6222.12  
Last Quarter           (=% 50 percent is visible); so the % 50 of Moon’s circumference:    5458.00  
Waning Crescent   (=% 38 percent is visible); so the % 38 of Moon’s circumference:    4148.08  
Waning Crescent   (=% 19 percent is visible); so the % 19 of Moon’s circumference:    2074.04   

  

0   2075   4148   5458   6222   8296   10916   8296   6222   5458   4148   2074                      

=19x… 
*Please, note that we have rounded all the numbers above thus (keeping them) at the same digit, 
on both sides, with one specific exception: we have rounded this number 2074.04 as “2075”                  
in the very first place, and as “2074” in the very last place. (*Please, note that we have thus 
perfectly done an “exact opposite” of what we did on the first Table above, in this respect.)                                          

Thereafter, in the first Table above, we can get a multiple of “19” (when/if we start to count    
from the “right ” side therein) at the end of the sixth number (=i.e. 3476), and then at the end of 
the twelfth  number (=i.e. 0) therein.           

And here in this second Table above, we can get a multiple of “19” (when/if we start to count 
from the “left” side therein) at the end of the sixth number (=i.e. 8296) and then at the end of  
the twelfth  number (=i.e. 2074) therein again!        

And please, note that we have taken into account the diameter of the Moon (=3476.2 km) as a 
round number (=3476 km), and the circumference of the Moon (=10916.8 km) as a                           
round number again (=10916), thus in perfectly parallel manner, in the first place. (*The data is 
basically retrieved from this site: “universetoday.com” for/in both of these excellent Tables above.)  
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image credit: amusingplanet.com (Bay of Fundy during a High Tide -above- and a Low Tide -below)       

 

11- And when the (sea) water rose (=thus a specific reference also to the rising waters during              
such a High Tide on earth now), We carried you on the floating (ship).        
12- That We may make it as a Reminder for you --so now thus also and especially, due to the left 
side of those “19” coded Tables here,-- and so that any listening ear may understand it --due to 
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here!-- (Quran Testament 69/11-12) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
rising waters and the floating ships therein now during such a High Tide above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!    
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
Most coastal areas on earth, with some exceptions, experience “two High Tides” (during which 
sea waters rise) and “two Low Tides” (during which sea waters recede) every Lunar day.                  
(please, see the pictures above.)   
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The moon is a major influence on the Earth’s (high and low) tides, but the sun also generates 
considerable tidal forces. A Lunar Day (=i.e. the time it takes for the Moon to come onto the 
exact same location on Earth on each day) is: 24 hours 50 minutes 28 seconds     
As a decimal number it is: 1490.46666 minutes        
(sources: oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/tides01_intro.html & aa.quae.nl/en/ 
antwoorden/tigd.html) 

So because that most coastal areas on Earth experience “two High Tides” and “two Low Tides”  
every Lunar day, the basic interval between each of these “four Tides” (in an ideal/equal 
distribution) would thus be: 1490.46666 / 4 = 372.61666 minutes    

 

High Tide        High Tide  

Low Tide       Low Tide 

372.61666      372.61666          
minutes apart      minutes apart 

  

So if we write them down in such a specific manner here: 

372.617  372.616 

=19x… 
*Please, note that we can also write it as within “High Tide -- Low Tide,” and then “High Tide               
-- Low Tide” specific order, thereafter, that would be in such a perfect Symmetry herein again.                 
(=74/26-30)     
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A Lunar Month (=i.e. the time it takes for the New Moon to come onto the exact same location 
on Earth on each Month) is: 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes (*This is mean Lunation number; for it 
basically changes from Month to Month due to specific orbital parameters of Earth and Moon.)                            
As a decimal number it is: 708.73416 hours         
(sources: oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/springtide.html & science.howstuffworks.com) 

So because that during each Lunar Month two sets of “Spring Tides” (=i.e. at Full Moon and              
at New Moon) and two sets of “Neap Tides” (=i.e. at First Quarter and at Last Quarter) occur,                  
by this perfect Design of our Supreme LORD (=10/5) therein, the basic interval between each of 
these “four Tides” (in an ideal/equal distribution) would thus be: 708.73416 / 4 = 177.18354 
hours    

Full Moon           New Moon  

Half Moon       Half Moon 

  177.18354      177.18354           
hours apart       hours apart 

 

So if we write them down in such a specific manner here: 

177.183  177.182 

=19x… 
*Please, note that we can also write it as within “Full Moon -- Half Moon,” and then                     
“New Moon -- Half Moon” specific order, thereafter, that would be in such a perfect Symmetry 
herein again. (=74/26-30)     
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----------              
The Guinness Book of World Records (1975) declared that Burntcoat Head, Nova Scotia has the 
highest Tides in the world: The greatest Tides in the world occur in the Bay of Fundy.... 
Burntcoat Head in the Minas Basin, Nova Scotia, has the greatest mean Spring range with                   
14.5 metres (47.5 feet) and an Extreme range of 16.3 metres (53.5 feet).                                             
(source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bay_of_Fundy)         
----------  

So if we convert this 47.5 feet above into (exact) meters here, it is: 14.4780 meters   
Therefore, it means:  

High Tide        High Tide  

Low Tide       Low Tide 

14.4780       14.4780          
meters range      meters range 

 

So if we write them down in such a specific manner again here: 

14.478  14.478           

=19x… 
 

And then, if we convert this 53.5 feet above into (exact) meters here, it is: 16.3068 meters   
Therefore, it means:  

High Tide        High Tide  

Low Tide       Low Tide 

16.3068       16.3068          
meters range      meters range 
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So if we write them down in such a specific manner --(*please, note that this is the                                  
“exact similar/same manner” here again as that of which was presented on p. 73 before)--                      
here: 

16.307  16.306           

=19x… 
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 image credit: ataxia.org.uk (“23”  pairs of Human Chromosomes) 

 

45- And HE is The One Who created the pair, male and female.      
46- From a tiny drop (=i.e. egg cell) when it is inseminated (=by a sperm cell) –therein.     
(Quran Testament 53/45-46) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also within the specific creation of that pair, male and female above), until 
(thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So if we write down these “23” pairs of Chromosomes in Humans (male, or/and female) now,          
in this specific manner, here thus: 
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Male Chromosomes         Female Chromosomes 

1         1       1         1       
2         2        2         2       
3         3        3         3       
4         4        4         4       
5         5        5         5       
6         6        6         6       
7         7        7         7       
8         8        8         8        
9         9        9         9       
10       10        10       10       
11       11        11       11       
12       12        12       12       
13       13        13       13       
14       14        14       14       
15       15        15       15       
16       16        16       16       
17       17        17       17       
18       18        18       18       
19       19        19       19       
20       20        20       20        
21       21        21       21       
22       22        22       22       

23-x    23-y     23-x    23-x     

 ________________           ________________ 

     =19x…           =19x… 
 

And then, if we write down these “23” pairs of Chromosomes above in Humans (male, or/and 
female) --(instead of “23” pairs therein)-- now also as “46” individual Chromosomes therein,              
in this specific manner, here thus: 
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 Male Chromosomes             Female Chromosomes 

2         1       2         1       
4         3        4         3       
6         5        6         5         
8         7       8         7      
10       9        10       9       
12       11        12       11       
14       13        14       13       
16       15        16       15        
18       17        18       17       
20       19        20       19       
22       21        22       21       

________________           ________________                                        

    =19x…                  =19x… 

24       23        24       23       
26       25        26       25         
28       27        28       27       
30       29       30       29      
32       31        32       31       
34       33        34       33       
36       35        36       35       
38       37        38       37       
40       39        40       39        
42       41        42       41       
44       43        44       43       

46-x    45-y     46-x    45-x     

________________                  ________________                    

    =19x…                  =19x… 
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* Please, note that in the first Table above, wherein there are “23” pairs of Chromosomes            

(i.e. = 23 x “1” ) in total, for both men and women therein, accordingly we thus see                 

perfect “1”  section (=i.e. ”1” set of multiple of 19 therein), on the left & on the right side;  

and in the second Table above, wherein there are “46” individual Chromosomes (i.e. = 23 x “2” ) 

in total, for both men and women therein, accordingly we thus see “2”  perfect sections               

(=i.e. ”2” sets of multiple of 19 therein, on the left & on the right sides; thus precisely at                      
11th and thereafter at 12th row therein, in such a specific perfect order therein).     
(*The first Table could also be divided into two sections (=i.e. at 14th and thereafter 9th row therein),                  
but because there is no such perfect order therein, it would be totally meaningless to divide it into                      
two such sections therein, in this respect.)     

* And please, note that the only difference between the male and the female Chromosomes 
above is thus within the 23th pair (=i.e. within 45th and 46th individual Chromosomes therein); 
i.e. if it is X and Y therein, then it is a Male, and if it is X and X therein, then it is a Female!             
So please, certainly note that our Supreme LORD thus most Wisely and unmistakably makes it              
perfectly clear to us within (the specific “numbers” of) these Verses above, in the first place:  

==========             

45- And HE is The One Who created the pair, male and female.      

46- From a tiny drop (=i.e. egg cell) when it is “inseminated” (=tumnaa) (=by a sperm cell)                         

-therein.   

(i.e. if that sperm cell contains a Y Chromosome,  if that sperm cell contains a X Chromosome,  
then the baby is thus a Male therein:   then the baby is thus a Female therein:  

45-x    46-y     45-x    46-x 

(Quran Testament 53/45-46)            

========== 
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image credit: healthtap.com (Heart Beats) 

 

37- Certainly, in this (there is) a Reminder for whoever has a “heart,” or gives ear (to the 
“heartbeats” therein) and thus witness. (Quran Testament 50/37) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within their 
own bodies/selves (=thus also within the “heart” and the “heartbeats” therein above), until (thus)                      
it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So here is the Scientific Formula we shall thus exactly apply here to measure the maximum  
“heart beats” per minute for men at certain ages:          
(=i.e. Gellish Formula: 207 – 0.70 X age)          
and the maximum “heart beats” for women at certain ages:                        
(=i.e. Gulati Formula: 206 – 0.88 X age).                                               
(source: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20585008 & ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17468581)     

 

So based on these most accurate Scientific Formulas above, exclusively and only within these 
certain ages here, the maximum “heart beats” for healthy men and healthy women could 

precisely give us a multiple of “19,” here thus: 
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       for Men       for Women 

age: 23        age: 18            

max. heart beats: 190.90    max. heart beats: 190.16   

 

age: 51        age: 39        

max. heart beats: 171.30    max. heart beats: 171.68   

 

age: 78        age: 61       

max. heart beats: 152.40    max. heart beats: 152.32   

 

age: 105       age: 82       

max. heart beats: 133.50    max. heart beats: 133.84   

 

age: 132       age: 104       

max. heart beats: 114.60    max. heart beats: 114.48   

 

So therefore, we can now again most AMAZINGLY and most WONDROUSLY                               
thus see that:  
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    for Men    for Women       for Men    for Women                    

          certain ages              max. heart beats   

 

      23  18          190  190  

________________       ________________ 

=19x…                      =19x… 

      51  39          171  171   

      78  61          152  152    

    105  82           133  133    

    132  104           114  114   

________________       ________________ 

=19x…                      =19x… 

 

* Please, note that --(based on this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD (=74/28) 

herein again, in the first place, please, see it again on p. 3)-- we thus rightfully “disregard/exclude” on 
the left side, and rightfully “disregard/eliminate” on the right side all of those fractions above 
herein again, in such a perfectly parallel manner, in the first place. (=Quran Testament 74/26-30)    
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And please, note that we have started with max. heart beats: “190” (=19x …) --per minute-- level 
above, because before that no man or a woman (even at the age of 1) cannot reach the max. heart 
beats: “209”  (=19x …) --per minute-- level, based on those Scientific Formulas we have applied 
above.              
And please, note that we have stopped at max. heart beats: “114” (=19x …) --per minute-- level 
above, because after that no man or a woman cannot reach the max. heart beats: “95”  (=19x …)                    

--per minute-- level --(because to get to this level a man should be 159 years old, and a woman 
should be 126 years old, but the oldest man ever recorded has already passed away at the age of 
116 and the oldest woman at the age of 122, source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oldest_people)-- 
based on those Scientific Formulas we have applied above.   

(*And please, also certainly see again “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, p. 55-57 
now, thus to clearly witness therein that superbly “Magnificent Miracle” within the (male and 
female) Human “heart,” based on this most specific Verse therein again (=Quran Testament 
50/37, in the first place.)   
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i. credit: peregrine-foundation.ca (Gerfalcon)  i. credit: naturesbig4.com (C. Eagle) 

           
i. credit: carolinabirds.org (G. Lourie)  i. credit: geography.wincoll.ac.uk (Kingfisher ) 

 

260- And Abraham said: My LORD, show me how you revive the dead. HE said: Do you not 
already believe? He said: I do, but it is so that my heart may thus be (extremely) assured.    
HE said: (Then) take “four” (kinds) of “birds,” then train them to (recognize) you, then place                  
a “piece” (=e.g. a “reproductive cell”) of the birds on each height, then call them (to) you;               
they (=i.e. those “reproductive cells”) will come to you (to get together with their 
mating/matching “reproductive cells” therein) in a hurry! And know that AL-LAH is --so now 
thus especially and also due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- Mighty , --thus 
especially and also due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- Wise!                             
(Quran Testament 2/260) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
specific “four” kinds of “birds” and within their specfic reproductive “pieces” above), and also 
within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!                   
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  
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The highest number of chromosomes ever found --among all of the bird species-- up to date is 
within the range of 140s (=i.e. Grey Louries: 142 max), and the lowest number of chromosomes 
ever found therein up to date is within the range of 40s (=i.e. Stone Curlew: 40 minimum).                                 
So now we will refrain from these two extreme high and the extreme low ranges, and thus we 
will take from within the range of 50s for the lower end, and within the range of 130s from the 
upper end these specific “four” kinds of “birds” (two of them as females, and two of them as 
males; please, see Quran Testament 51/49 & 42/11 & 6/38 in this regard) in such a perfectly 
parallel manner, and precise order, here thus:          

1) Gerfalcon (Falco Rusticolus) (female)         
Diploid Chromosome Numbers: 52 (=i.e. 25 pairs of autosomal Chromosomes + 1 pair of            
sex Chromosomes: ZW)   

2) Crested Eagle (Morphnus Guianensis) (male)        
Diploid Chromosome Numbers: 54 (=i.e. 26 pairs of autosomal Chromosomes + 1 pair of           
sex Chromosomes: ZZ)   

3) Grey Lourie (Corythaixoides Concolor) (female)        
Diploid Chromosome Numbers: 136 (=i.e. 67 pairs of autosomal Chromosomes + 1 pair of           
sex Chromosomes: ZW)    

4) Kingfisher (Coraciiformes) (male)           
Diploid Chromosome Numbers: 138 (=i.e. 68 pairs of autosomal Chromosomes + 1 pair of              
sex Chromosomes: ZZ)    

 

So now we will take a specific “piece” (=“juzan;” i.e. an “egg cell” or a “sperm cell”) from each 
of these “four” kinds of specific “birds” above (please, also see again Quran Testament 2/260 
above, in this respect) with their precise Chromosome numbers therein, here thus: 
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Chromosome Numbers              
of an egg, or a sperm cell 

Gerfalcon (female)      25 autosomal Chromosomes           
           1 sex Chromosome: W   

Crested Eagle (male)     26 autosomal Chromosomes           
           1 sex Chromosome: Z   

Grey Lourie (female)    67 autosomal Chromosomes           
           1 sex Chromosome: W           

Kingfisher (male)     68 autosomal Chromosomes           
           1 sex Chromosome: Z    

      _____________ 

      190 
And now we will call them (=aduhunna), and they will thus readily come, by the permission of 
our Supreme LORD here (=2/260), to get together with their mates, here thus:   

   Chromosome Numbers       
    of an egg, or a sperm cell 

          25 autosomal Chromosomes        Gerfalcon (male)    
         1 sex Chromosome: Z   

           26 autosomal Chromosomes        Crested Eagle (female) 
           1 sex Chromosome: Z   

        67 autosomal Chromosomes        Grey Lourie (male)   
       1 sex Chromosome: Z           

           68 autosomal Chromosomes        Kingfisher (female) 
            1 sex Chromosome: Z    

                      _____________             
  190 
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So now these specific “four” kinds of “birds” will have thus come to life here (please, certainly 
see Quran Testament 2/28 & 6/38 in this respect now), in this perfect order, here thus:  

Chromosome Numbers        
of a normal cell 

Gerfalcon (female)      50 autosomal Chromosomes      
             2 sex Chromosome: WZ   

Crested Eagle (male)     52 autosomal Chromosomes      
             2 sex Chromosome: ZZ   

Grey Lourie (female)    134 autosomal Chromosomes     
           2 sex Chromosome: WZ           

Kingfisher (male)     136 autosomal Chromosomes     
           2 sex Chromosome: ZZ    

               _____________ 

                            380   =19x…   
 

And we should also certainly know here that in the Hereafter our Supreme LORD will thus              
give life to every of HIS creatures herein in their (even to the fingertips) exactly the same form 
again therein (please, see Quran Tetament 75/3-4 & 6/38 in this respect now) thus within their 
exactly the same (whole and perfect) genetic make up (even to each and every letter of their 
DNA within all of their Chromosomes) therein, thus creating all of them again in a totally new 
Creation technique we do not know here yet. (=56/60-62) 

(*The data is basically retrieved from these sites: “ararajuba.org.br/sbo/ararajuba/artigos/Volume111/ 
ara111art6.pdf” & “plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0070071”) for/in these                 
excellent Tables above.) 
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image credit: health.howstuffworks.com (Resurrection) 

 

259- … So AL-LAH put that person to death for “one hundred years” (therein) then HE 
resurrected him. HE said: How long have you stayed here? He said: I have stayed here “a day,  
or part of a day!” HE said: No, you have stayed here for “one hundred years!” Look at your food 
and drink, they have not changed, and look at your donkey. And We will make you --thus also 
and especially “19” coded-- (such a mathematical) “Sign” (here again: 74/30) for the people! … 
(Quran Testament 2/259)  

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also within that specific “resurrection” Miracle on that particular person 
above, exactly “one hundred years” after his death therein), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear 
to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us assume that this particular person above was thus put to death by our Supreme LORD 
specifically from the year 2000 to 1901 BC (=i.e. thus also basically contains all of such                  
1999, 1998, … up to … 1902, 1901 most specific years therein, in this regard). So within such a 
specific “Century” therein, in this respect, there would thus be:    

100 x “365” = 36500 days            
and plus             
1 x “25” = 25 days (from those “25” leap Years that could last 365 + “1” days within that 
specific Century therein.)  
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So if we place those specific total leap Days (=25) and the total main Days (=36500) within this 
specific “Century” above, in this specific manner here, we clearly see that this particular person 
above thus stayed therein, in total:  

Days        Days     Nights     Nights                  

25   36500       25   36500 

=19x…                =19x… 

by this most Wise and perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD herein again (=74/30),             
in the first place! 

 

*Please, note that because that this particular person above thus specifically describes his total 
stay therein as: “.. a day, or part of a day” above (=2/259; in original Arabic Text, --because that 
it is always written from the right to the left therein,-- so “a part of a day” thus appears on the left 
side, and then “a day” appears on the right side therein. Hence we can legitimately write the  
leap Days (=i.e. as the equivalent of that “a part of a Day/Age” therein now) on the left side, 
first, and then the main Days (=i.e. as the equivalent of that “a Day/Age” therein now) on the 
right side, thereafter, above; by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here!                               
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image credit: all-free-download.com (Spike Cereals Grain) 

 

261- The example of those who spend their possessions in the cause of AL-LAH is that of                      
a grain that produces “seven” spikes, with a “hundred” grains in each spike! And AL-LAH                     
“doubles” (it) for whomever HE wills! For AL-LAH is --so now thus especially and also due to 
the left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- Bounteous, --thus especially and also due to               
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- Knower! (Quran Testament 2/261) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those  
“seven” spikes, with a “hundred” grains in each spike therein above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!     
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us clearly see these specific “7” spikes, with a “100” grains in each of those spikes now,  
in this specific manner, here thus: 
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For/on the left side:  

grains   grains   grains    grains    grains    grains   grains   spikes  

100   100   100   100   100   100   100     7  

=19x…   

 For/on the right side:  

grains   grains   grains    grains    grains    grains   grains   spikes  

100   100   100   100   100   100   100     7  

                 =19x…   

And please, note that here again in original Arabic Text above (=2/261) --because that it is 
always written from the right to the left therein,-- so a “hundred grains” in each of those spikes 
thus appear on the left side, and then “seven spikes” appears on the right side therein. Hence we 
can legitimately place each of those 100 grains on the left side, first, and then the 7 spikes on the 
right side, thereafter, above; by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here!   
But please, also certainly note that all of the “mathematical computations” thereafter essentially  
shall always be implemented specifically “from the left to the Right side,” in each and everytime, 
by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD here again, in this regard 
(=Quran Testament 57/12 = 66/8), in the first place!                                 
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image credit: ww2.valdosta.edu (Sunrise) 

 

41- Zachariah said: My LORD, give me a sign. HE said: Your “Sign” is that you will not speak 
to the people for “three days,” except through signals. Commemorate your LORD frequently; 
and glorify (HIM) night and day. (Quran Testament 3/41) 

10- Zachariah said: My LORD, give me a sign. HE said: Your “Sign” is that you will not speak 
to the people for “three nights” consecutively.          
11- So he came out to his people, from the sanctuary, and signaled to them:     
Glorify (HIM) day and night. (Quran Testament 19/10-11) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also within those specific “three days” and “three nights” fasting of Zachariah 
above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 
41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So if we write these consecutive “three days” and “three nights” above --(specifically beginning 
with the “night” here, first of all, as it has most Wisely and perfectly thus been indicated by our 
Supreme LORD at the end of this first Verse; 3/41 above), in this specific manner here, we can 
AMAZINGLY see that:  
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     First Day   Second Day          Third Day 

 1      12      1      12            1      12      1      12            1      12      1      12    
Night     hours      Day       hours              Night       hours      Day       hours              Night      hours     Day        hours 

=19x…   

And now, if we write these consecutive “three days” and “three nights” here --(specifically 
beginning with the “day” now, as it has most Wisely and perfectly thus been indicated by our                            
Supreme LORD at the end of this second Verse; 19/11 above), in this specific manner, we can  
again AMAZINGLY see that:  

    First Day          Second Day         Third Day 

12      1      12      1            12      1      12      1             12      1      12      1     
hours    Day       hours    Night          hours     Day       hours     Night                hours      Day        hours     Night    

=19x…   

 

*Please, note that our Supreme LORD must have thus most Wisely and perfectly let Zachariah 
decide to start his specific consecutive “three days” and “three nights” fasting, either with the 
“night” first, or the “day” first, therein (=3/41 & 19/11) also and specifically in order to                            
thus unmistakably show us here (=74/26-30) this most AMAZING and most WONDROUS  
“19” coded “Symmetrical Miracles” above! (=41/53)    

*And please, note that we have essentially and consistently placed “12” hours for a day, and 
“12” hours for a night above, because it has specifically thus been pointed out by prophet Jesus                
--(in the time of prophet Zachariah and his son prophet John above)-- in Gospel (please, see  
John 11/9) by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of AL-LAH unto him therein. (So please, 
also certainly see in this regard now: Quran Testament 5/46-47)  
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                            image credit: earthsky.org (Pure Colors) 

 

22- Among HIS “Signs” are the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the variety of your 
languages and (all of) your “colors” (therein). In these, there are (mathematical) “Signs” for the 
knowledgeable! (Quran Testament 30/22) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within all of 
those “colors” above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them 
that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
The main colors containing only one wavelength, in Visible Spectrum, are called “pure colors.”                       

These “pure colors” --from the shortest to the longest wavelength-- are:        
=violet, (has a wavelength of about 400 nm)          
=blue, (has a wavelength of about 475 nm)          
=green, (has a wavelength of about 510 nm)        
=yellow, (has a wavelength of about 570 nm)        
=orange, (has a wavelength of about 590 nm)        
=red, (has a wavelength of about 650 nm)         
(source: “science-edu.larc.nasa.gov/EDDOCS/Wavelengths_for_Colors.html”)     
----------  
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So let us clearly see here all of those “pure colors” above, in this specific order now, here thus: 

 

           Wavelength (nm)          Wavelength (nm) 

Violet   399            510   Green   

Blue   475            589   Orange 

Yellow  570            649   Red  

                  __________      __________ 

   =19x…  =19x…   

 

*Please, note that there is no perfect scientific consensus about the exact starting point of each of 
these specific wavelengths of these “pure colors” above, because there is no definitive boundry 
(that could be discovered up to date) between each of these “main colors” in Visible Spectrum.                     
But based on such a credible source above (=i.e. NASA) and their basic and fundamental 
observation herein, the fact that we can thus witness  this “19” coded, magnificent “Symmetrical 
Miracle ” above is absolutely remarkable.  

*Please, note that on our magnificent Table above “on the left side & on the right side” (from top 
to bottom) all the numbers are thus placed from smaller to bigger, on both sides, and then all the 
numbers on the right side are bigger than their counterparts on the left side. And within those 
specific three rows above, only one of those specific colors in each of them therein has thus been 
given a value that is exactly “minus one” than the original data above (=i.e.                                
within the first row: Violet, instead of 400 nm = 399 nm        
within the second row: Orange, instead of 590 nm = 589 nm        
and within the third row: Red, instead of 650 nm = 649 nm)       
in such a complete and perfect order above.      
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image credit: ww1.prweb.com (An Awe-Inspiring Night ) 

  

1- Indeed, We have sent it down in the Night of Measure.       
2- And do you know what is the Night of Measure?         
3- The Night of Measure is better than “one thousand months.”        
4- The Angels and the Spirit (=i.e. Gabriel) come down in it, by their LORD's leave, with every 
Command --(of AL-LAH).           
5- It is peaceful until the coming of Dawn. (Quran Testament 97/1-5) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that 
Night of Measure which is better than that “one thousand months” above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!     
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So first of all, we should clearly see that this specific “1000 months” above would be equal to                        
1000 / 12 = 83.3333 years. So let’s take this specific year (=i.e. 2014 now; also and especially 

because that this is thus the most fundamental first year --which gives us a multiple of 19x…                      

in this most critical and important Last Day/Millennium ) now, as our first year, in this regard. 
So “1000 months” from now --starting to count from the very first month of this year: 2014--   
would go into --(the very first days of the month of May)-- in the year: 2097.      
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So because that in such a specific “83.333 years” there would thus be:      
83.3333 X 365 = 30416.545 days            
plus               
21 days              
(=i.e. from all of those “21” leap Years, wherein a year is: 366 days, which will thus come within 
this specific period ahead)  

So in total, there would thus be:           

30416.545 days  +  21 days  = 30437.545 days within this specific “1000 months” ahead.   

And because that our Supreme LORD has thus most Wisely and perfectly indicated beforehand  
that such a “Night of Measure” would definitely be even better than this specific “1000 months” 
above (=97/3), so we can thus easily and legitimately round this number = 30437.545 now                                 
to: 30438 days in total!            
So such a most incredible “Night of Measure” (=97/3) would thus be (minimally) equal to   

  

30438 days      30438 nights 

=19x…        =19x…   

 

*So please, also certainly see now “A Majestic Miracle” document, p. 8, and then also                              
“A Phenomenal Miracle 1” document, p. 16 now, in the first place, thus to clearly witness therein 
the coming down of Spirit (=i.e. Gabriel) and the Angels with him, by their LORD’s leave, with 
every Command therein (=97/3-5) thus also within such a wonderful Mathematical Design now,                         
and then by sincerely working on and thus personally verifying these “19” coded, most Superb 
and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” here (=74/26-31), we may thus attain the great Rewards 
of this most incredible “Night of Measure” here (=97/3-5), inshaAL-LAH, by this immense 
Grace and Mercy of our Supreme LORD here, in the first place! (=97/1-5)     
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image credit: aglobalworld.com (Gregorian Calendar) 

 

1- For the unity of “Quraysh” (=thus a specific reference here to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of 
the Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant of prophet Muhammad 
(p.b.u.h.) from the tribe of “Quraysh,” and all those believers with him herein now; 62/2-4)  
2- Their (thus) being united together (by AL-LAH) in the journey --so now thus also and 
especially on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- of the “winter/autumn” (=al-shetaa), 
and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- the “summer/spring” (=al-sayf)!    
3- So let them serve the LORD of this “Town” (=so please, also certainly see again p. 52-54                             
in this regard now.)             
4- The ONE who (thus) fed them from hunger, and protected them from fear.   
(Quran Testament 106/1-4) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those 
“winter/autumn” and “summer/spring” seasons above), and also within themselves, until (thus)  
it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us clearly see all of the Months of a full Year now, first of all, here thus:  
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January  (lasts 31 days)      January  (lasts 31 days)    

February  (lasts 28 days)      February  (lasts 29 days)  
March   (lasts 31 days)      March   (lasts 31 days)  
April    (lasts 30 days)      April    (lasts 30 days)  
May   (lasts 31 days)      May   (lasts 31 days)   

       =19x…  

June   (lasts 30 days)      June   (lasts 30 days)  
July   (lasts 31 days)      July   (lasts 31 days)  
August  (lasts 31 days)       August  (lasts 31 days)   
September  (lasts 30 days)       September  (lasts 30 days)   
October  (lasts 31 days)       October  (lasts 31 days)   

=19x…           

November  (lasts 30 days)       November  (lasts 30 days)  
December  (lasts 31 days)      December  (lasts 31 days) 

 

*Please, note that in a regular Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 28 days) on the left side above, 
only at the end of 10th month (=i.e. October) we thus get a multiple (=i.e. 304 days in total: 19x…) 

therein, and in a leap Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 29 days) on the right side above,                         
only at the end of 5th month (=i.e. May) we thus get a multiple (=i.e. 152 days in total: 19x…), 
therein. Please, thus also certainly note here that: 10 / 5 = “2”  and 304 / 152 = “2”      

So let us clearly see all of the months of a “winter/autumn” season and then a “summer/spring” 

season, in such a regular Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 28 days), and then also in such a              

leap Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 29 days) now, here thus:  
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* Months of “winter/autumn ” in a regular Year: 

 Month: 1 Month: 2              Month: 3          Month: 10           Month: 11            Month: 12 

January          February          March          October          November          December       

  31       28     31  31              30      31        
days    days    days            days            days                 days 

=19x…    

* Months of “summer/spring” in a regular Year: 

  Month: 7 Month: 8               Month: 9               Month: 4             Month: 5             Month: 6 

   July              August         September           April              May                  June       

  31      31     30    30              31     30        
days   days    days              days            days                days 

=19x…    

*Please, note that because that Spring Equinox takes place around on March 20 in Northern Hemisphere         
--(*and this sacred “Town” is thus in Northern Hemisphere; 27/91 so please, see it again on p. 52-54)--               
we can thus legitimately place the month of “March” either within “winter/autumn,” or within 
“summer/spring” months here. So we have thus legitimately placed it within “winter/autumn” months 
above in such a regular Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 28 days), and we will thus legitimately place it 
within “summer/spring” months in such a leap Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 29 days) on the next 
page. And again because that Autumn Equinox basically takes place around on September 22 in Northern 
Hemisphere, we can thus legitimately place the month of “September” either within “winter/autumn” or 
within “summer/spring” months here. So we have thus legitimately placed it within “summer/spring” 
months above in such a regular Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 28 days), and we will thus legitimately 
place it within “winter/autumn” months in such a leap Year (=i.e. wherein February lasts 29 days) on the 
next page.          
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* Months of “winter/autumn ” in a leap Year: 

 Month: 1           Month: 10             Month: 12              Month: 2              Month: 9              Month: 11 

January          October         December        February        September          November       

  31     31    31    29               30       30        
days  days   days             days             days                  days 

=19x…    

* Months of “summer/spring” in a leap Year: 

   Month: 5 Month: 4               Month: 8               Month: 7              Month: 3            Month: 6 

   May               April             August               July              March               June       

  31      30     31    31               31    30        
days   days   days             days            days              days 

=19x…    

 

*Please, note that our Supreme LORD has thus recommended primarily the “Sun based 
Calendar” now, by HIS most WONDROUS and most AMAZING Miracles above, unto this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” and all those believers with him herein (please, also 
certainly see it again on p. 33) now! And HE has thus also basically approved “Moon based 
Calendars” and thus recommended it specifically unto Jews and Arabs. (We will see it in the 
next pages, inshaAL-LAH.) (So please, also certainly see again Quran Testament 5/48, 68 now, 
in this regard.)    
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image credit: solarsystem.nasa.gov (the Sun and the Moon) 

 

55- The (orbital or/and rotational motion of) the Sun and the Moon are (created) based on                 
--“19” coded-- “Calculation.” (Quran Testament 55/5) = (74/30) 

12- And We made the night and the day as two Signs; then We dimmed the “Sign” of the night 
(=i.e. “Moon”) and We made the “Sign” of the day (=i.e. “Sun”) manifest, that you may seek 
bounty from your LORD, and that you may know (primarily by that “Sun” and then also             
the “Moon” therein again) the number of the years and the --“19” coded-- Calculation!                                    
And (thus) everything We have explained in detail. (Quran Testament 17/12) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that   
manifest Sign: “Sun” and then that subsequent Sign: “Moon” and so within that related specific 
“Calculation” therein above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear 
to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us clearly see here all of the specific Years that will, inshaAL-LAH, thus come within this 
most critical and important “Third Day/Millennium ” (=i.e. from the beginning of the year: 
2001 to the end of the year: 3000), wherein the total number of Months (from the beginning of 

the year: 1 to the end of that related specific Year) would give us a multiple of 19 then,                    

both based on a Solar (Sun based) and a Lunar (Moon based) Calculation, here thus: 
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1) From the very beginning of the year: “1” to the end of the year: “2014” there will thus be:  

“2014” x 12 = 24168 (=19x…) Solar Months          

And because that “one solar month” on average consists of 30.437 days, so there will be:                    
24168 x “30.437” = 735601.416 days in total within these 24168 Solar Months.      
And because that on average “one lunar month” consists of 29.531 days, so there will thus be: 
735601.416 / “29.531” = 24909.465 Lunar Months therein. So if we make it a round number 

(keeping it at the same digit) there will thus be: 24909 (=19x…) Lunar Months therein.   

                            

2) From the very beginning of the year: “1” to the end of the year: “2166” there will thus be:  

“2166” x 12 = 25992 (=19x…) Solar Months          

And because that “one solar month” on average consists of 30.437 days, so there will be:                    
25992 x “30.437” = 791118.504 days in total within these 25992 Solar Months.      
And because that on average “one lunar month” consists of 29.531 days, so there will thus be: 
791118.504 / “29.531” = 26789.425 Lunar Months therein. So if we make it a round number 

(increasing it to the next digit) there will thus be: 26790 (=19x…) Lunar Months therein.  

                             

3) From the very beginning of the year: “1” to the end of the year: “2375” there will thus be:  

“2375” x 12 = 28500 (=19x…) Solar Months          

And because that “one solar month” on average consists of 30.437 days, so there will be:                    
28500 x “30.437” = 867454.500 days in total within these 28500 Solar Months.      
And because that on average “one lunar month” consists of 29.531 days, so there will thus be: 
867454.500 / “29.531” = 29374.369 Lunar Months therein. So if we make it a round number 

(keeping it at the same digit) there will thus be: 29374 (=19x…) Lunar Months therein.   

                            

4) From the very beginning of the year: “1” to the end of the year: “2527” there will thus be:  

“2527” x 12 = 30324 (=19x…) Solar Months          

And because that “one solar month” on average consists of 30.437 days, so there will be:                    
30324 x “30.437” = 922971.588 days in total within these 30324 Solar Months.      
And because that on average “one lunar month” consists of 29.531 days, so there will thus be: 
922971.588 / “29.531” = 31254.329 Lunar Months therein. So if we make it a round number 

(increasing it to the next digit) there will thus be: 31255 (=19x…) Lunar Months therein.  
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5) From the very beginning of the year: “1” to the end of the year: “2736” there will thus be:  

“2736” x 12 = 32832 (=19x…) Solar Months          

And because that “one solar month” on average consists of 30.437 days, so there will be:                    
32832 x “30.437” = 999307.584 days in total within these 32832 Solar Months.      
And because that on average “one lunar month” consists of 29.531 days, so there will thus be: 
999307.584 / “29.531” = 33839.273 Lunar Months therein. So if we make it a round number 

(keeping it at the same digit) there will thus be: 33839 (=19x…) Lunar Months therein.    

 

6) From the very beginning of the year: “1” to the end of the year: “2888” there will thus be:  

“2888” x 12 = 34656 (=19x…) Solar Months          

And because that “one solar month” on average consists of 30.437 days, so there will be:                    
34656 x “30.437” = 1054824.672 days in total within these 34656 Solar Months.      
And because that on average “one lunar month” consists of 29.531 days, so there will thus be: 
1054824.672 / “29.531” = 35719.233 Lunar Months therein. So if we make it a round number 

(increasing it to the next digit) there will thus be: 35720 (=19x…) Lunar Months therein.  

                             

So thus within this most critical and important 3rd  Day/Millennium  (=i.e. from the beginning 

of the year: 2001 to the end of the year: 3000), there will be thus exactly “3”  pairs of                     

specific Years, wherein the total number of Months (from the beginning of the year: 1 to the end 

of that specific Year) will thus give us a multiple of 19 then, both based on a Solar (Sun based) 

and a Lunar (Moon based) Calculation, by this most Wise and perfect Creation of our                
Supreme LORD (=55/5), here thus: 
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From “1” to the end of “2014”    From “1” to the end of “2166”  

Total number of Solar Months:       Total number of Solar Months:  

24168 = 19x…      25992 = 19x…    

Total number of Lunar Months:    Total number of Lunar Months:   
(round number; as kept at the same digit)     (round number; as increased to the next digit)  

24909 = 19x…      26790 = 19x… 

 

From “1” to the end of “2375”    From “1” to the end of “2527”  

Total number of Solar Months:       Total number of Solar Months:  

28500 = 19x…      30324 = 19x…    

Total number of Lunar Months:    Total number of Lunar Months:   
(round number; as kept at the same digit)     (round number; as increased to the next digit)  

29374 = 19x…      31255 = 19x… 

  

From “1” to the end of “2736”    From “1” to the end of “2888”  

Total number of Solar Months:       Total number of Solar Months:  

32832 = 19x…      34656 = 19x…    

Total number of Lunar Months:    Total number of Lunar Months:   
(round number; as kept at the same digit)     (round number; as increased to the next digit)  

33839 = 19x…      35720 = 19x… 
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image credit: solarsystem.nasa.gov (the Sun)        (the Moon) 

 

55- The (orbital or/and rotational motion of) the Sun and the Moon are (created) based on                     
--“19” coded-- “Calculation.” (Quran Testament 55/5) = (74/30) 

5- HE is The One Who rendered the Sun radiant, and the Moon a light, and HE measured phases    
for it, that you may learn the count of the years, and the --“19” coded-- “Calculation!”   
AL-LAH did not create all this, except for/with Truth.        
HE (thus) explains the (mathematical) “Signs” for people who know! (Quran Testament 10/5) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that   
Sun and the Moon, and that related specific “Calculation” therein above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 
41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us clearly see the total number of days within “19” solar years, and months, and weeks, 

and then also within “19” lunar  years, and months, and weeks thereafter, here thus:  
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Because that one “solar (tropical) year” basically consists of 365.24 days, so there are thus:                               

365.24 x “19” = 6939.56 days in total within “19”  solar (tropical) years.     

Because that one “solar (tropical) month” basically consists of 30.44 days, so there are thus: 

30.44 x “19” = 578.36 days in total within “19”  solar (tropical) months. 

So if we take these numbers above as round numbers (getting the first number above rounded              
as kept at the same digit, and the second number above rounded as increased to the next digit),             
we thus get here:  

6939  579  = 19x…     

 

Because that one “lunar (synodic) year” basically consists of 354.37 days, so there are thus: 

354.37 x “19” = 6733.03 days in total within “19”  lunar (synodic) years.     

Because that one “lunar (synodic) month” basically consists of 29.53 days, so there are thus: 

29.53 x “19” = 561.07 days in total within “19”  lunar (synodic) months. 

So if we take these numbers above as round numbers (getting the first number above rounded              
as kept at the same digit, and the second number above rounded as increased to the next digit),               
we again thus get here:  

6733  562  = 19x…     
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Because that one “solar (tropical) week” (=i.e. we mean exact 1/4th of a Month here as a Week)              
basically thus (30.44 / 4) consists of 7.61 days, so there are thus:       

7.61 x “19” = 144.59 days in total within “19”  such solar (tropical) weeks.     

Because that one “solar (tropical) month” basically thus (365.24 / 12) consists of 30.44 days,                
so there are thus:             

30.44 x “19” = 578.36 days in total within “19”  such solar (tropical) months. 

So if we take these numbers above as round numbers (getting the first number above rounded              
as increased to the next digit, and the second number above rounded as kept at the same digit),             
we thus get here:  

145  578  = 19x…     

 

Because that one “lunar (synodic) week” (=i.e. we mean exact 1/4th of a Month here as a Week)              
basically thus (29.53 / 4) consists of 7.38 days, so there are thus:       

7.38 x “19” = 140.22 days in total within “19”  such lunar (synodic) weeks.     

Because that one “lunar (synodic) month” basically thus (354.37 / 12) consists of 29.53 days,               
so there are thus:             

29.53 x “19” = 561.07 days in total within “19”  such lunar (synodic) months. 

So if we take these numbers above as round numbers (getting the first number above rounded              
as kept at the same digit, and the second number above rounded as increased to the next digit),             
we again thus get here:  

140  562  = 19x…     
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Because that one “solar (tropical) month” basically thus (365.24 / 12) consists of 30.44 days,                
so there are thus:             

30.44 x “19” = 578.36 days in total within “19”  such solar (tropical) months. 

Because that one “solar (tropical) week” (=i.e. we mean exact 1/4th of a Month here as a Week)              
basically thus (30.44 / 4) consists of 7.61 days, so there are thus:       

7.61 x “19” = 144.59 days in total within “19”  such solar (tropical) weeks.  

Because that one “solar (tropical) year” basically consists of 365.24 days, so there are thus: 

365.24 x “19” = 6939.56 days in total within “19”  such solar (tropical) years.  

So if we take these numbers above as round numbers (getting each of them rounded                                 
as kept at the same digits), we thus get here:  

578  144  6939  = 19x…     

Because that one “lunar (synodic) year” basically consists of 354.37 days, so there are thus: 

354.37 x “19” = 6733.03 days in total within “19”  such lunar (synodic) years.  

Because that one “lunar (synodic) week” (=i.e. we mean exact 1/4th of a Month here as a Week)              
basically thus (29.53 / 4) consists of 7.38 days, so there are thus:       

7.38 x “19” = 140.22 days in total within “19”  such lunar (synodic) weeks.  

Because that one “lunar (synodic) month” basically thus (354.37 / 12) consists of 29.53 days,                  
so there are thus:             

29.53 x “19” = 561.07 days in total within “19”  such lunar (synodic) months. 

So if we take these numbers above as round numbers (getting each of them rounded                                
as kept at the same digits), we again thus get here:  

6733  140  561  = 19x…     
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credit: nasa.gov --by brian karczewski (Solar Eclipse)       credit: nasa.gov --by romeo durscher (Lunar Eclipse) 

 

55- The (orbital or/and rotational motion of) the Sun and the Moon are (created) based on                     
--“19” coded-- “Calculation.” (Quran Testament 55/5) = (74/30) 

8- And (when) the Moon --(e.g. also during such a total Solar Eclipse above)-- is totally 
darkened.              
9- And the Sun and the Moon are (thus) brought together --(in the Sky also at that time)!   
(Quran Testament 75/8-9) 

12- And We made the night and the day as two Signs; then We --(e.g. also during such a total                      
Lunar Eclipse above)-- dimmed the “Sign” of the night (=i.e. “Moon”) (also therein), and We 
made the “Sign” of the day (=i.e. “Sun”) manifest (all year long, or/and also therein again), that 
you may seek bounty from your LORD, and that you may know the number of the years and                          
the --“19” coded-- “Calculation!” And (thus) everything We have explained in detail.                     
(Quran Testament 17/12) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those    
specific Solar or/and Lunar Eclipses above), and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

----------             
The saros is a period of 223 synodic months (approximately 6585.3213 days, or 18 years and 
11⅓ days), that can be used to predict eclipses of the Sun and the Moon. One saros after an 
eclipse, the Sun, the Earth, and the Moon return to approximately the same relative geometry, 
and a nearly identical eclipse will occur, in what is referred to as an Eclipse Cycle.    
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A sar is one half of a saros. Thus after a total Solar Eclipse, one sar later a total Lunar Eclipse 
will occur.             
Thus a saros occurs every 223 synodic months.         
And a sar occurs every 111.5 synodic months         
(source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saros_(astronomy)          
---------- 

So if we take a “synodic month” in its perfectly accurate/precise form (=i.e. with its 6 digits                    
after decimal point here: 29.530589), we thus see that: 

A saros thus occurs --by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD                                      
here (=55/5)-- every    

223 x 29.530589 = 6585.3213470 days  

=19x…     

A sar thus occurs --by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD                                 
here (=55/5)-- every    

111.5 x 29.530589 = 3292.6606735 days  

=19x…       

thus in such a perfectly parallel/equal precision above, here again (=74/26-30 & 51/49 & 54/49), 
in the first place. 
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Or if we take a “synodic month” in its essentially accurate/precise form (=i.e. with its 3 digits                    
after decimal point here; 29.531), we thus see that: 

A saros thus occurs --by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD                                          
here (=55/5)-- every    

223 x 29.531 = 6585.413 days  

=19x…     

A sar thus occurs --by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD                                          
here (=55/5)-- every    

111.5 x 29.531 = 3292.707 days  

=19x…     

thus in such a perfectly parallel/equal precision above, here again (=74/26-30 & 51/49 & 54/49), 
in the first place. 
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So thus within a “Saros”  

a nearly identical  a nearly identical  a nearly identical  a nearly identical  
Solar Eclipse   Solar Eclipse    Lunar Eclipse   Lunar Eclipse   

         basically                basically 

6585.4                        6585.4     

days apart              days apart    

       = 19x…                 = 19x…     

thus regularly occurs by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again 
(=55/5 & 17/12), in the first place.                                              

 

So thus within a “Sar”  

a -similar- total  a -similar- total  a -similar- total  a -similar- total  
Solar Eclipse   Lunar Eclipse    Solar Eclipse   Lunar Eclipse   

           basically               basically 

3292.7                        3292.7     

days apart              days apart    

       = 19x…                 = 19x…     

thus regularly occurs by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again 
(=55/5 & 17/12), in the first place.                                              
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Hebrew Calendar)   

 

44- We have sent down the Torah, in it is (“19” coded) “Guidance” --by unmistakably and 
clearly pointing out to the left side here,-- and (“19” coded) “Light ” --by unmistakably and 
clearly pointing out to the right side here now (=74/30-31 & 6/20 & 46/10)! The Prophets 
who have surrendered (to AL-LAH) judged with it for those who are Jews, as well as the Rabbis, 
and the Priests, for that they were entrusted of AL-LAH's Scripture (therein), and (for that) they 
were witness to it.                                 
(AL-LAH said): So do not fear the people but fear ME (now); and do not trade away                               
MY --“ 19” coded-- “Signs” (here) for a cheap price! And whoever does not judge with what                    
AL-LAH has sent down (here now), then these are the rejecters! (Quran Testament 5/44) 

68- Say: O people of the Scripture (=i.e. Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) you are not upon 
anything until you uphold the Torah, and the Gospel, and what was sent down to you (=i.e.                        
the Quran) from your LORD. And for many of them, what is sent down to you from your LORD 
(here) may only increase them in “transgression” --against the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now,-- and “rejection” --against the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now!-- So do not feel sorry for (such) rejecting people. (Quran Testament 5/68)  
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The basic Hebrew calendar --(essentially based on the “phases of the Moon,” and is designed 
according to specific “Signs” and “Predictions” from within Torah therein)-- is 354 days in total.   
In “leap years” an additional month (=i.e. Adar I = 30 days) is added after the month of Shevat. 
So in such “leap years” the Hebrew calendar is thus (354 + 30 =) 384 days in total.    
A “regular year” may last 353, or 354, or 355 days, according to some specific conditions and 
rules therein. *So here we will thus essentially take the mean number: 354 in this regard, in the 
first place. And a “leap year” may last 383, or 384, or 385 days, according to some specific 
conditions and rules therein. *So here we will thus essentially take the mean number again: 384  
in this regard, in the first place. --(source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_calendar)--      

But first of all, let us clearly see these specific seven “leap years” within every “19” year cycle                  
in Hebrew calendar therein:  

So thus every             

3rd year,               

6th year,               

8th year,              

11th year,              

14th year,              

17th year,              

19th year,              

is a “leap year,” wherein there are thus “13 months” in total in each of them therein.  
    

So here are these specific seven “leap years” --(specifically beginning from the last one to the 
first one here)-- in Hebrew calendar therein:  

19   17   14   11   8   6   3   

=19x…     
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So here are all those other “regular years” within every “19” year cycle in Hebrew calendar 
therein:  

So thus every              

1st year,              

2nd year,              

4th year,              

5th year,              

7th year,              

9th year,              

10th year,              

12th year,              

13th year,               

15th year,               

16th year,              

18th year                

is thus a “regular year,” wherein there are thus “12 months” in total in each of them therein.  

So now when we specifically exclude the very first two years from the top (=i.e. 1st year & 2nd 

year therein) and the very last two years from the bottom (=i.e. 16th year & 18th year therein), 

and one year from the very middle (=i.e. 10th year therein), the remaining specific                              

seven “regular years” --(specifically beginning from the first one to the last one here)-- are again 
thus therein:                                                                                
    

4   5   7   9   12   13   15   

=19x…     
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So now, we can clearly see these specific seven “leap years” and specific seven “regular years,” 
in Hebrew calendar, in such a perfect correspondence, here thus:   

 

19   17   14   11   8   6   3            4   5   7   9   12   13   15   

          =19x…                                =19x…     

*Please, note that those “3” and “4” are the only exception to the rule above, --(*which is also  
thus a specific “sign” for us to place the “leap years” thus on the left side first (=3), and                         
the “regular years” thus on the right side thereafter (=4)! And then all of those other specific 
“leap” and “regular” years are thus placed in such a perfect order, on the left side & on the right 
side, therein thus: 

  3        4        (= +1) 
    ----------------------      

    6        5  (= -1) 

    8        7  (= -1) 

   11       9  (= -2) 

   14      12  (= -2) 

   17      13  (= -4) 

   19      15  (= -4) 
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So now, except for those 3rd and 4th years above (which were thus specifically an “exception” 
to the rule therein), if we place 384 days (=i.e. mean total number of days in/of a “leap year”) for 
each of these specific six “leap years,” on the left side above, we thus see: 

  19       17       14       11         8         6         3    

384   384   384   384   384   384    --- 

=19x…      

Or instead of placing those (mean) total number of days (=i.e. 384 days) for each of those              
“leap years” above, if we place these actual/possible (minimum, mean, or maximum) other                
total number of days (=i.e. 383, or 384, or 385 days) for each of these “leap years” within such 
an actual/possible “19” year cycle --(because it can vary in each cycle according to some specific 
conditions and rules therein)-- we can thus again perfectly see:  

  19       17       14       11         8         6         3    

385   383   384   385   383   384    --- 

=19x…      
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And then, if we place 354 days (=i.e. mean total number of days in/of a “regular year”) for each 
of these specific six “regular years,” on the right side above, we thus see: 

             4        5          7         9        12       13       15      

---   354   354   354   354   354   354    

      =19x…     

Or instead of placing those (mean) total number of days (=i.e. 354 days) for each of those              
“regular years” above, if we place these actual/possible (minimum, mean, or maximum) other                
total number of days (=i.e. 353, or 354, or 355 days) for each of these “regular years” within 
such an actual/possible “19” year cycle --(because it can vary in each cycle according to some 
specific conditions and rules therein)-- we can thus again perfectly see:  

  4        5         7         9        12        13       15      

---   353   354   355   353   354   355    

      =19x…     
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And other than these most Superb and perfect “Symmetrical Miracles” within those specific 
seven “leap years” and seven “regular years” above, finally we can witness here these               
“19” coded, most Superb and perfect “Symmetrical Miracles” thus also within those specific 
seven “leap years” and all of the remaining twelve “regular years,” within such a specific                
“19” year cycle again, in Hebrew calendar, here thus:   

  19     17     14       3      11       8       6      =19x…         

384  384  383  384  385  385  383 

=19x…      

  2       4       5        1       7       9      10      12     13     15     16     18        =19x…               

353  354  355  353  354  355  353  354  355  353  354  355 

=19x…      

*Please, note that we have moved the smallest number (=3) to the fourth place (to the left) 
within those “leap years” above, and so we have moved the smallest number (=1) to the fourth 
place (to the right) within those “regular years” above, thus --(in exact opposite direction)--                 
in such a perfectly parallel/equal manner above, that both the number of those specific “leap 
years” and the “regular years,” and then the total number of days in/of each of those specific 
“leap years” and the “regular years” may thus most WONDROUSLY and most AMAZINGLY 
give us multiple of “19” therein in each of those specific four cases above, in such a perfectly 
parallel and absolutely Magnificent manner here, by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of 
our Supreme LORD herein again (=16/101-102) (74/30) thus also in this respect now, in the first 
place!  
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And last of all, we should certainly see these most critical and important Verses in the                   
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus: 

==========             
10- Say: What if it is (=thus a specific reference here to those “19” coded, most Superb and 
magnificent “Symmetrical Miracles” within those Sun based calendar, as we have clearly 
witnessed it on p. 99-102 before this) from AL-LAH and you disbelieved in it? And a witness 
from the Children of Israel has borne witness to a similar phenomenon (=thus a specific 
reference here to those “19” coded, most Superb and magnificent “Symmetrical Miracles” 
within those Moon based calendar, as we have clearly witnessed it here on p. 115-121 now)                    
and he has believed, while you have turned arrogant. Surely, AL-LAH --(here, in this case now; 
41/5)-- does not guide (such) wicked people.         

11- And those who have rejected said regarding those who have believed: If it were anything 
Good, they would not have beaten us to it! And because that they are not guided by it, they will 
say: This --(“19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” here; 74/26-31)-- 
is just an old fabrication! 

12- And before this (there is) the Written-Document of Moses, as a “Leader” --by clearly 
pointing out to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and a “Mercy” --by clearly 
pointing out to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-- (So please, certainly see: 
Torah, Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4 within “A Festive Miracle” document, on p. 19-20 now, in the 
first place; and then please, also and certainly see in this respect again “The Words of Moses” 
document in its entirety, thereafter.)            
And this is (thus) a confirming/fulfilling Written-Document, in an Arabic tongue, so that you 
may “Warn ” those who have transgressed --thus first of all and especially by/on the left side of 
those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and to give “Good News” --thus first of all and especially 
by/on the right side of those 19” coded Tables here now-- to the righteous!      
(Quran Testament 46/10-12)   

48- But when the --“19” coded-- “Truth ” (=74/26-31) came to them from Us (now), they said: If 
only “he” (=thus a reference here to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. the long 
awaited and anticipated Mahdee and Messiah descendant of prophet Muhammad and prophet 
David here; peace be upon both of them) was given the same that was given to Moses! Have they 
not rejected what was given to Moses before? They said: These are two works of magic 
supporting one another --(as we have clearly witnessed it now also in that most specific respect 
above!) And they said: So we reject all of it.          
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49- Say: Then bring forth a Written-Document from AL-LAH that would be better than two of 
them (=i.e. Torah and Quran above) in “Guidance” that I may follow it, if you are truthful!    

50- But if they fail to respond to you, then know that they follow only their desires. And who is 
more astray than one who follows his desire, without (such) a --“19” coded, most Superb and 
matchless-- “Guidance” (here; 74/26-31) from AL-LAH? Then certainly, AL-LAH --(here,              
in this case again now: 41/5)-- does not guide (such) wicked people.     
      

(Quran Testament 28/48-50)             
========== 

 

So in the coming years (=i.e. from “2016” to “2035”) the Children of Israel will thus witness this 
most specific and very last “19” year cycle of their present Century, in Hebrew calendar (=i.e.  

 from the year:       to the end of the year:  

         5776            5795 

          =19x…        =19x…     

So if they listen and hearken to this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Mahdee and Messiah descendant of                            
prophet Muhammad and prophet David here (peace be upon both of them), they will immensely 

be blessed by AL-LAH (please, see Psalms 118/19-26 now, within “A Royal Miracle 2” 

document, on p. 20-23, in the first place); but if they do not listen and hearken to this                           
most critical and important MESSAGE now, then all the Prophecies that are thus written in 
Torah (Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-44), and Gospel (Luke 21/20-24), and Quran (=17/7-8) may thus 
be fulfilled therein or thereafter, according to the most Equitable and Just Verdict of this One and 
Only GOD (=HIS Name is: HUWA AL-LAH in modern Arabic, and YAHUWAH ELOAH in 
classic Hebrew) therein then.          
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image credit: university-of-cambridge (Arabic Calendar) 

 

97- (Some) Arabs are the worst in “rejection” --against the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now,-- and “hypocrisy” --against the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now,--                               
and more likely not to know the limits of what AL-LAH has sent down upon His “Messenger” 
(=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant of                     
prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” 
here now). And AL-LAH is Knower, Wise. 

98- So from the Arabs are (some) who look upon what they spend --(thus to divert from the Path 
of AL-LAH here; 8/36)-- as an obligation, and (thus) wait for disaster upon you!                                 
They --(here, in this case now; 3/86-91 & 4/17-18)-- will have the disaster of badness (upon 
themselves); and AL-LAH is Hearer, Knower. 

99- And from the Arabs are those who believe in AL-LAH and the Last Day, and they look upon 
what they spend --(thus to support the Cause of AL-LAH here; 2/261)-- as a means (of nearness) 
towards AL-LAH, and (a means of) affirming the “Messenger” (=thus a specific reference again  
to this long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant of prophet Muhammad (peace be                
upon him), i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again now). It is (thus) indeed 
a means (of nearness) for them (towards AL-LAH). For AL-LAH will (thus) admit them in                
HIS Mercy --(because of their such strong and firm Support unto this “Messenger/MESSAGE of 
the Covenant” here); AL-LAH is Forgiving, Merciful. (Quran Testament 9/97-99) 
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----------             
The basic Arabic Hijri calendar is a lunar (=i.e. essentially based on the “phases of the Moon”) 
calendar consisting of 12 months in a year of 354 or 355 days. Four of these 12 Hijri months 
(=i.e. 7th, 11th, 12th, 1st Months) are considered sacred, --(based on the instructions in                         
the Quran and the explanations of prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) thereof. (Surah Nahl 44)    

These twelve Hijri Months are: 1) Muharram 2) Safar  3) Rabi I  4) Rabi II  5) Jumada I                           
6) Jumada II  7) Rajab  8) Sha’ban 9) Ramadan  10) Shawwal  11) Dhu alQada  12) Dhu alHijja  

Each month of this Hijri calendar has either 29 or 30 days, but usually in no discernible order. 
Traditionally, the first day of each month is the day (beginning at sunset) of the first sighting of 
the hilal (=crescent moon) shortly after sunset. If the hilal is not observed immediately after the 
29th day of a month (either because clouds block its view or because the western sky is still too 
bright when the moon sets), then the day that begins at that sunset is the 30th. This sighting of 
hilal (=crescent moon) is recommended by prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) in his lifetime, 
specifically for the month of Ramadan and Shawwal, in the first place, therein.                                   
(source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_calendar)         
----------  

So based on this “sighting of the hilal” (=crescent moon) tradition above, that is thus specifically 
recommended by prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) therein, by this perfect Instruction of our                        
Supreme LORD unto him therein (=Quran, Surah Nahl 44), such a (regular) Hijri Year (=i.e.  
354 days in total) can thus actually/really occur in this specific sequence:  
 

1) Muharram   2) Safar   3) Rabi I   4) Rabi II   5) Jumada I   6) Jumada II         

 29           30         29          29            30              30   =19x…                                 

days             days         days           days              days                days                                                                                   

       

 7) Rajab    8) Shaban   9) Ramadan   10) Shawwal  11) D. al-Qada  12) D. al-Hijja      

 29          30            29              29                30                 30        =19x…                                

days           days             days                 days                   days                    days                                                                                  
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or/and such a (leap) Hijri Year (=i.e. 355 days in total) can thus actually/really occur in this 
specific sequence:  
 

1) Muharram   2) Safar   3) Rabi I   4) Rabi II   5) Jumada I   6) Jumada II         

 29           30         29          29            30              30   =19x…                                 

days             days         days           days              days                days                                                                                   

       

 7) Rajab    8) Shaban   9) Ramadan   10) Shawwal  11) D. al-Qada  12) D. al-Hijja      

 29          29            30               30                30                30        =19x…                                     

days           days              days                 days                   days                   days                                                                                  

 

So based on this “sighting of the hilal” (=crescent moon) tradition above again, that is thus 
specifically recommended by prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) therein, by this perfect Instruction of 
our Supreme LORD unto him therein (=Quran, Surah Nahl 44), such a (regular) Hijri Year  
(=i.e. 354 days in total) or a (leap) Hijri Year  (=i.e. 355 days in total) can thus actually/really 
occur in these specific sequences:  
 

1) R. Year   2) R. Year   3) R. Year   4) R. Year   5) R. Year   6) R. Year     

354         354         354          354          354         354   =19x…                                 

days            days            days              days             days            days                                                                                   

      

      7) L. Year   8) R. Year   9) L. Year   10) R. Year   11) L. Year   12) R. Year     

        355          354         355          354           355          354      =19x…        

     days              days            days              days              days              days                                                                                  
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Or/and 

1) R. Year   2) R. Year   3) L. Year   4) R. Year   5) R. Year   6) L. Year     

354         354         355          354          354         355   =19x…                                 

days            days            days              days             days             days                                                                                   

      

      7) L. Year   8) R. Year   9) L. Year   10) R. Year   11) L. Year   12) R. Year     

        355          354         355          354           355          354      =19x…        

     days              days            days              days              days              days                                                                                  

                                                                                   

Or/and 

1) L. Year   2) R. Year   3) L. Year   4) R. Year   5) L. Year   6) R. Year     

355         354         355          354          355         354   =19x…                                 

days            days            days              days             days             days                                                                                   

      

      7) R. Year   8) R. Year   9) R. Year   10) R. Year   11) R. Year   12) R. Year     

        354          354         354          354           354          354      =19x…        

     days              days            days              days              days              days                                                                                  
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So based on these actual/possible (three) specific “12” year sequences above, we clearly see that 
thus:                                                                                                                                                      
within the first “12” year above, we may have thus “0” and “3” leap Years therein,    
within the second “12” year above, we may have thus “2” and “3” leap Years therein,    
within the third “12” year above, we may have thus “3” and “0” leap Years again therein,                            

upon “19”  coded, magnificent “Symmetrical Designs” therein above, by the great Wisdom of 

our Supreme LORD here!     

So thus we can have “11” leap years (=i.e. a year with 355 days therein) in total in such a                
specific “30” year cycle above, and this would thus perfectly be in sync with Lunar calendar 
based on such a perfect Calculation, as it has already thus unmistakably and clearly been                  
pointed out by our Supreme LORD here (=Quran Testament 10/5), in the first place,                            
now herein thus:     

“30” Hijri Year = “30” x 354 = 10620 days + “11” days (from those “11” leap years therein 

above) = 10631 days in total  

So there are thus 10631 / “30” = 354.366… average number of days for/in each of such               

Hijri Years above,             
and thus 354.366 / “12” = 29.530… average number of days for/in each of such Hijri Months 
above. And this is thus basically the perfcet equivalent of a (mean) Lunar (Synodic) Month  
(=i.e. the basic time interval between two consecutive occurrences of a particular phase (such as             
new Moon or full Moon) as seen by an observer on Earth): 29.530… days!      
(So please, certainly see again in this respect now: Quran Testament 10/5 = 74/30 in the first 
place.)             

And thereafter, based on this “sighting of the hilal” (=crescent moon) tradition above again,             
that is thus specifically recommended by prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) therein, by this perfect  
Instruction of our Supreme LORD unto him therein (=Quran, Surah Nahl 44), within such 
(regular, or leap) Hijri Years (=i.e. 354 or 355 days in total) above, those most specific                        
“4” sacred Months (=i.e. 7th, 11th, 12th, 1st Months therein) could also thus occur in these specific 
sequences therein:   
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(e.g.) for/within such a leap – regular Year: 

……   7) Rajab    11) Dhu al-Qada   12) Dhu al-Hijja    1) Muharram   ……        

          30               30                  29                    29    =19x…                                     

days                 days                      days           days                                                                                   

 

Or/and (e.g.) for/within such a regular – leap Year: 

……   7) Rajab    11) Dhu al-Qada   12) Dhu al-Hijja    1) Muharram   ……        

          30               29                  30                    30    =19x…                                     

days                 days                      days           days                                                                                   

 

So please, note that this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of 
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), i.e. this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here will thus confirm --by these most WONDROUS 
and most AMAZING Miracles above-- and thus strongly recommend these Moon based 
calendars (=Quran Testament 10/5) specifically for Jews and Arabs (as we have clearly seen                 
on p. 115-121 for the Children of Israel, and on p. 124-129 here now for the Children of Ishmael) 
by this Commandment of AL-LAH here now (=Quran Testament 5/48, 68);              
and he will follow the Sun based calendar (as we have clearly seen on p. 99-102 & 143-147)              
by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto him (=17/12) among all other Nations on earth now.                                    
(So please, certainly see again Quran Testament 5/44-48, 68 in this regard, in the first place.)   
And please, certainly see again “An Amazing Miracle” document, p. 9-13 now, thus to clearly 
witness therein the clear and unmistakable Support of prophet David and prophet Muhammad 
(peace be upon both of them), by the Commandment of AL-LAH therein,                                  
unto this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” also in this 
respect now therein, in the first place.)            
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So in the coming years (=i.e. from “2016” to “2035”) the Children of Ishmael (=i.e. thus a 
specific reference mainly to Saudi Arabs therein now; 2/124-129) will thus witness this                   
most specific “19” year cycle of their present Century, in Arabic calendar (=i.e.  

 from the year:       to the end of the year:  

         1438           1457 

            =19x…                 =19x…     

So if they listen and hearken to this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of                    
prophet David and prophet Muhammad here (peace be upon both of them), they will immensely 
be blessed by AL-LAH (please, see Quran Testament here again: 9/99); but if they do not listen 
and hearken to this most critical and important MESSAGE now, then all the Informations that 
are thus written in the Quran (Surah Naml 93 & Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 7-8 & Muhammad 38) 
and in the related Prophecies of prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) therein (please, see “A Supernal 
Miracle” document, p. 20-27, and  “A Delivering Miracle” document, p. 24-26 in this respect 
now, in the first place) may thus be fulfilled therein or thereafter above, according to the                  
most Equitable and Just Verdict of this One and Only GOD (=HIS Name is: HUWA AL-LAH  
in modern Arabic, and HUWA ALLAH in classic Arabic), therein then.          
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65- O you “Announcer” (=i.e. thus a specific reference to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant,”  i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of                    
prophet David and prophet Muhammad here again (peace be upon both of them), urge the 
believers to fight --(thus exclusively in Mathematical, Intellectual sense here now:    
If there are “20” of you who are patient, they will defeat “200.”       
And if there are “100” of you, they will defeat “1000” from amongst those who reject; that is 
because they are a people who do not comprehend!         

66- Now, AL-LAH has lightened for you, for HE knows that (there has normally been                    
some) weariness in you.             
So (immediately thereafter) if there are “100” of you who are patient, they will defeat “200.”   
And if there are “1000” of you, they will defeat “2000” by AL-LAH's leave.     
For AL-LAH is with the patient. (Quran Testament 8/65-66) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and also within 
themselves (=thus also within those specific “numbers” of believers vs. disbelievers” above), 
until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us clearly see all of those comprehending and patient “believers” above versus those 
uncomprehending and impatient “disbelievers” therein, now here thus: 
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The number of those believers,        The number of those disbelievers,   
who are patient above:          who are impatient above: 

20         200   

100           1000   

100           200   

1000            2000 

 

So here are those patient believers          So here are those impatient disbelievers  
side by side:            side by side: 

20  100  1000          200  1000  2000 

=19x…                =19x…      

*Please, note that we have rightfully “disregarded/eliminated” that third number (=i.e. 100) on 
the left side, and rightfully “disregarded/excluded” that third number again (=i.e. 200) on the 
right side, --(because both of them are a “repetition” therein; i.e. 100 and 200 are already placed 
therein above before them)-- based on these most fundamental and basic Verses (=74/26-30) 
herein again (please,  see it on p. 3 again), in the first place.   

Then, or/and 

So here are those patient believers          So here are those impatient disbelievers  
side by side:            side by side: 

20  100  100          200  1000  200 

=19x…                =19x…      
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*Please, note that we have rightfully “disregarded/eliminated” that fourth number (=i.e. 1000) on 
the left side, and rightfully “disregarded/excluded” that fourth number again (=i.e. 2000) on the 
right side, --(because this time both of them are Not a “repetition” therein; i.e. after these specific 
first numbers therein above (=20, 100 & 200, 1000) only “repetitions” are lawfully taken into 
account herein, thereafter, in this instance)-- based on these most fundamental and basic Verses                   
(=74/26-30) herein again (please, see it on p. 3 again), in the first place.   

So thus all of these comprehending and patient “believers” (=20, 100, 100, 1000) have thus been 
granted ultimate Victory by our Supreme LORD over all of these uncomprehending and 
impatient “disbelievers” (=200, 1000, 200, 2000) therein (=8/65-66) thus in such a most Wise 
and perfect Design herein again (=74/26-31), within those two most Superb and perfect Tables 
above, by our Supreme LORD, one after the other therein (8/65-66 = 74/30)!       
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1- By the dawn.              
2- And the “ten nights.”            
3- And the “even” and the “odd” (numbers therein).        
4- And the night when it passes.           
5- In this is an Oath for (every) one with intelligence! (Quran Testament 89/1-5) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those 
specific “ten nights” and the related “even” and the “odd” numbers therein above), and also 
within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!    
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So let us see these most blessed “ten nights” in this respect above thus specifically within the 
“ tenth” Month (=i.e. October) and thus beginning specifically from the “tenth” day therein   
(=i.e. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) for/within this sacred “Town” (=i.e. “Tucson,” 
Arizona) wherein this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of                     
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them), i.e. this most critical and 
important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” has thus dwelled therein now (so please, 
certainly see again p. 52-54 now, in this respect)-- now, here thus:   
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Nights    the length of the Night       
 October          hour       minute          

    10        12          26          

    11          12          28          

    12           12          30          

    13           12          32          

    14          12          34          

    15          12          36          

    16          12          38          

    17          12          40          

    18           12          42          

    19        12          43 

*So here are those “even” numbered (=89/3) most blessed “five” Nights (=89/2) in this respect 
above, here thus: 

10  12  26  12  12  30  14  12  34  16  12  38  18  12  42   

           =19x…             

*So here are those “odd” numbered (=89/3) most blessed “five” Nights (=89/2) in this respect 
above, here thus:  

11  12  28  13  12  32  15  12  36  17  12  40  19  12  43 

   =19x…      
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So thereafter, let us also see these specific “three days” (=i.e. due to the Oath thus also 
specifically upon the dawn in the first Verse above; 89/1, 5) and then the specific “four nights” 
(=i.e. due to the Oath thus also specifically upon the night in the fourth Verse above; 89/4, 5), 
now here thus:     

Days     the length of the Day       
 October          hour       minute          

    1        11          50          

    2          11          48          

    3           11          46          

Nights     the length of the Night       
 October          hour       minute          

    24        12          53          

    25          12          54          

    26           12          56       

27        12          58  

 

*Please, note that because that there are thus exactly “9” days before that 10th day (=i.e. the first 
day of those most specific “ten nights” above; 89/2) in this specific Month, and there are thus 
exactly “12” days after that 19th day (=i.e. the last day of those most specific “ten nights” above; 
89/2) to the end of this Month,          
we have thus taken into account (9 / 3 =) “3” days in the beginning of this Month due to this  
specific Oath unto “dawn” here (=89/1) before these most specific “ten nights” therein (89/2),   
and thus (12 / 3 =) “4” days towards the end of this Month due to this specific Oath unto “night”   
here (=89/4) after these most specific “ten nights” therein (89/2) thus in such a perfectly parallel 
and absolutely complementary manner here: (days: 1, 2, 3 ………. nights: 24, 25, 26, 27)   
by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again, in the first place!           
So please, also certainly note that we can eventually thus place all of these most specific              
“3” days, and “10” nights, and “4” nights in such a perfectly “Symmetrical Design” here thus:    

3 days, 5 (even numbered) nights, 4 nights, or/and 3 days, 5 (odd numbered) nights, 4 nights                     
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*So here are those most blessed three “days” (=89/1) in this respect above, here thus: 

    1  11  50  2  11  48  3  11  46           

      =19x…      

*So here are those most blessed four “nights” (=89/4) in this respect above, here thus: 

24  12  53  25  12  54  26  12  56  27  12  58      

                                  =19x…      

 

*And please, note that the basic length of each of those most specific Nights (=89/2, 4) and the 

Days (=89/1) above have thus been taken into account specifically for/in the Year: 2014, 

because this is thus the most fundamental first Year (=i.e. which perfectly gives a multiple of 19 
here) of this most critical and important Third  and Last Day/Millennium  now. (So please, also 
certainly see again now: Quran Testament 22/47 & 2/62 in this regard, in the first place.)  

(*The data is basically retrieved from this site: “timeanddate.com” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   

*Please, note that we have rightfully taken into account basically all the “hours” and the 
“minutes” of each of those most specific Nights (=89/2, 4) and the Days (=89/1) above, and we 
have rightfully disregarded/eliminated the “seconds” for/on the left side, and rightfully 
disregarded/eliminated them for/on the right side, based on these most fundamental and basic 
Verses (=74/26-30) herein again in this respect (please, see it on p. 3 again), in the first place.   
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image credit: virtualtelescope.eu (New Moon)                    image credit: science1.nasa.gov (Full Moon) 

 

189- They ask you regarding the new Moons, say: They are (precise) timing devices for the 
people and the Pilgrimage! (Quran Testament 2/189) 

16- So I solemnly swear by the rosy dusk.          
17- And the night and all that it enshrouds.            
18- And the Moon, when it (dimly or/and clearly) appears round (=i.e. at every “New Moon,” 
or/and at every “Full Moon”).           

19- You will move from stage to stage (=thus specifically within those “New Moons,” or/and 

“Full Moons” above).             
20- So what is the matter with them that they (still) do not believe?      
21- And when the --“19” coded-- Reading (=74/26-30) is recited to them, they do not prostrate!   
22- No, (because) those who disbelieved are (thus) rejecting --the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now!-- (=74/31)               
23- And AL-LAH is Best Knower of what they are (thus) hiding --against the right side of those              
“19” coded Tables here now!-- (=74/31)         
24- So --(here, in this case now: 41/5)-- give them the tiding of a painful retribution.    
25- Except for those who believe and work for the --“19” coded-- Righteous Deeds (=74/26-31) 
for them is a Reward unending! (Quran Testament 84/16-25)   

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also specifically  
at those “New Moons” or/and the “Full Moons” therein above), and also within themselves, until 
(thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  
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So let us see those “19” New Moons and “19” Full Moons thus specifically beginning from              

the very first day of this most fundamental first Year: 2014 (please, see it again on p. 137) 
for/within this sacred “Town” (=i.e. “Tucson,” Arizona) again, wherein this long awaited and 
anticipated  Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace 
be upon both of them), i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant” has thus dwelled therein (so please, certainly see again p. 52-54 now, in this respect)-- 
now, here thus:   

 

2014      2014 

1st New Moon (on January 1)   1st Full Moon (on January 15) 

29 days later      30 days later 

2nd New Moon (on January 30)   2nd Full Moon (on February 14) 

30 days later      30 days later 

3rd New Moon (on March 1)    3rd Full Moon (on March 16) 

29 days later      30 days later  

4th New Moon (on March 30)   4th Full Moon (on April 15) 

30 days later      29 days later 

5th New Moon (on April 29)    5th Full Moon (on May 14) 

29 days later      30 days later 

6th New Moon (on May 28)    6th Full Moon (on June 13) 

30 days later      29 days later 
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7th New Moon (on June 27)    7th Full Moon (on July 12) 

29 days later      29 days later 

8th New Moon (on July 26)    8th Full Moon (on August 10) 

30 days later      29 days later 

9th New Moon (on August 25)   9th Full Moon (on September 8) 

30 days later      30 days later 

10th New Moon (on September 24)   10th Full Moon (on October 8) 

*So thus we have seen the 10th New Moon *So thus we have seen the 10th Full Moon  

exactly on 266th  (=19x… ) day here,  exactly on 266th  (=19x… ) day here,                                                                                                        

after the 1th New Moon above!    after the 1th Full Moon above!  

 

30 days later      29 days later 

11th New Moon (on October 23)   11th Full Moon (on November 6) 

30 days later      30 days later 

12th New Moon (on November 22)   12th Full Moon (on December 6) 

29 days later      29 days later 

13th New Moon (on December 21)   13th Full Moon (on January 4) 

30 days later      30 days later 
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14th New Moon (on January 20)   14th Full Moon (on February 3)  

29 days later      30 days later 

15th New Moon (on February 18)   15th Full Moon (on March 5) 

30 days later      30 days later 

16th New Moon (on March 20)   16th Full Moon (on April 4) 

29 days later      29 days later 

17th New Moon (on April 18)   17th Full Moon (on May 3)  

30 days later      30 days later 

18th New Moon (on May 18)   18th Full Moon (on June 2) 

29 days later      29 days later 

19th New Moon (on June 16)   19th Full Moon (on July 1) 

*So thus we have seen the 9th New Moon   *So thus we have seen the 9th Full Moon  

exactly on 266th  (=19x… ) day here  exactly on 266th  (=19x… ) day here   

again,         again,                                                                                                     

after the 10th New Moon above!    after the 10th Full Moon above!  
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*Please, note that because that the 1st “New Moon” and the 1st “Full Moon” is seen thus                        

in the same Month (=i.e. January & January --of 2014) above (p.139), we have thus started 
counting the days between the “New” and “New” … and the “Full” and “Full” … Moons 

therein, beginning just at the next days of those 1st “New Moon” and the 1st “Full Moon” 

therein, in the first place.            

And then because that 11th “New Moon” and the 11th “Full Moon” is seen thus in the different 

Months (=i.e. October X November --of 2014) above (p.140), we have thus started counting the 
days between the “New” and “New” … and the “Full” and “Full” … Moons therein, beginning 

just at the same day of that 1st “New Moon,” and beginning just at the next day of that                         

1st “Full Moon” therein, in the second place.        

Thus we have legitimately applied the same rule for/within the same beginnings above (=i.e. 
January & January --of 2014) therein, and a different rule for/within the different beginnings 
(=i.e. October X November --of 2014) therein, in this respect.         

*And please, note that we have specifically started to count each of these “19” New Moons              

and “19” Full Moons above from the first Month of this most specific Year: 2014,                              

because this is thus the most fundamental first Year (=i.e. which clearly gives a multiple of 19 
here) of this most critical and important Third  and Last Day/Millennium  now. (So please, also 
certainly see again now: Quran Testament 22/47 & 2/62 in this regard, in the first place.)                   
And the fact that the first “New Moon” is thus seen in the very first day (=i.e. January 1) of this 

most specific Year: 2014 above is also thus absolutely remarkable therein.   

*And please, also certainly note that within this most specific Verse (=84/19) in this regard 

above (p. 138) our Supreme LORD has already thus most Wisely and perfectly indicated therein 

to us that we shall thus move exactly “19” stages --(as we have already thus clearly witnessed 

it above)-- within all of those (“19”) New Moons and (“19”) Full Moons (=84/18-19) therein, 

thus in the first place!      

 

(*The data is basically retrieved from this site: “timeanddate.com” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   
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  image credit: spaceplace.nasa.gov (Solar System) 

 

36- The number of the months, in the sight of AL-LAH, is “twelve months,” (thus written) in       
AL-LAH's Decree (from) the day HE created the heavens and the earth; “four” of them are 
restricted/sacred. This is the perfect System; so do not wrong yourselves in them. ……   
(Quran Testament 9/36)   

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those 
“twelve months” and the “four (restricted/sacred) months therein” above), and also within 
themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!                                
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

So first of all, we should clearly see here that those specific “four Months” that are thus 
particularly made restricted/sacred by our Supreme LORD above (=9/36) must be --(not the very 
first, or/and the following “four Months” in the middle of a Year thereafter)-- but thus 

exclusively the very last “four Months” (=i.e. 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th Months) of every Year, 
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as it has already thus perfectly been indicated by the specific number of this Chapter “9”  

therein, first of all, and thereafter also and specifically by each of these related Verse numbers 

9/36, 37, 38, 39 therein thus now: 3+6= 9  &  3+7= 10  &  3+8= 11  &  3+9= 12  

(*So please, certainly note that within 36th Verse above those “four Months” that are thus 
particularly made restricted/sacred by our Supreme LORD is thus specifically mentioned therein, 
in the first place; 9/36 and thereafter at the end of this 39th Verse therein this powerful statement 
is thus emphasized: “And AL-LAH is Measurer over all things!” in this respect, finally therein; 
9/39)!      

So let us clearly see now this --“19” coded-- perfect Measure (=74/26-30) with regard to all of 
these “twelve months” and the “four” restricted/sacred months” therein (9/36) that our                  
Supreme LORD has thus most Wisely and precisely decreed from the very beginning                    
therein (=9/36), now here thus:      

 

sacred     regular    regular    sacred    regular    regular    
 Month     month     month             Month    month     month           

   9    1       2       11    7       8 

        =19x…           =19x… 

 

sacred     regular    regular    sacred    regular    regular    
 Month     month     month             Month    month     month           

  10    6       4       12    3       5 

       =19x…            =19x… 
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*Please, note that because that both of those “regular months” with the 10th sacred Month 

(=i.e. 6 and 4 therein) are thus bigger than both of those “regular months” with the 9th sacred 

Month (=i.e. 1 and 2 therein), we have thus rightfully placed the bigger number (=i.e. 6) first, 

and the smaller number (=i.e. 4) secondly, therein.         

And then because that both of those “regular months” with the 12th sacred Month (=i.e.                     

3 and 5 therein) are thus smaller than both of those “regular months” with the 11th sacred 

Month (=i.e. 7 and 8 therein), we have thus rightfully placed the smaller number (=i.e. 3) first, 

and the bigger number (=i.e. 5) secondly, therein; thus in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely 

corresponding manner above:            

  9  1 (+1) 2      11  7 (+1) 8 

10  6 (-2) 4      12  3 (+2) 5 

by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein again (=74/26-30), in the 
first place! And thereafter, let us clearly see now all of the “total number of days” within each of 
those “twelve months,” now here thus: 

 

sacred     regular    regular     sacred    regular   regular           
Month     month     month      Month     month    month           

    9       1       2      11     7      8  =19x… 

  September  january  february  November  july     august 

       Days          days        days         Days        days      days                                                                                   

      30         31        29        30         31        31 =19x… 
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         sacred     regular    regular     sacred    regular   regular   
      Month     month     month      Month     month    month       

         10     6       4      12     3      5  =19x… 

            October     june        april     December   march    may 

                Days        days        days         Days        days      days                                                                            

               30       30        30         31        31      31  =19x… 

 

*Please, note that because that we have thus taken into account specifically “29” days for/in 
February, within those first specific “six months” above (=i.e. the very last one of those first 
three specific months therein), so in order to rightfully compensate for this leap --(because we 
should basically be within that normal 365 days range here, for the sake of all those major 
regular Years)-- so we have thus rightfully restricted “1” day and have thus taken into account 
specifically “30” days for/in October (=i.e. a restricted/sacred Month itself herein) within those 
second specific “six months” above (=i.e. the very first one of those first three specific months 
therein), by this most Wise and perfect Instruction of our Supreme LORD herein again, in the 
first place.   

So now let us clearly see again these most critical and important Verses (=9/36-37), in this 
specific respect, here thus: 

37- Altering --(within/about those “four” Months which are thus made restricted/sacred above; 

please, see it again in this Verse: “9/36” on p. 143)-- is a sign of excessive disbelief; it augments 
the straying of those who have disbelieved. (For) they are (thus) making it lawful in one time 

(=i.e. they accept this: 10 6 4 as legitimate and lawful therein now), and making it restricted 

in one time (=i.e. they reject this: 12 3 5 as illegitimate and unlawful therein now, thus citing 

that it should have been in this order: 10 6 4 12 5 3 therein now!), thus to violate the                           

--“19” coded-- Count (=74/30) that which AL-LAH has (thus) made restricted/sacred (above)!   
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And (then) they are (also) making lawful that which AL-LAH has made restricted/sacred therein 
(=i.e. they are rejecting that “1” day restriction and thus demanding it to be lawful therein within 
that restricted/sacred Month of October above now!) Their bad works are adorned in their eyes. 
So AL-LAH --(here in this case now; 11/19-22)-- does not guide (such) disbelieving people.  

(Quran Testament 9/36-37)          
========== 
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image credit: svs.gsfc.nasa.gov --NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center-- (A Pulsar)           

 

1- By the sky and the Bright one.           
2- And what will enlighten you as to what the Bright one is!      
3- (It is) the pulsating/piercing Star. (Quran Testament 86/1-3) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that  
specifically Bright and “pulsating/piercing Star” above), and also within themselves, until (thus) 
it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
PSR J0437-4715 is a pulsar. It remains the closest and brightest millisecond pulsar (MSP) 
known. It emits a searchlight-like radio beam that sweeps past the Earth each time it rotates.                     
It is currently the most precisely located object outside of our Solar System. This pulsar is also 
distinguished by being the most stable natural clock known and is debatably more stable than 
man-made atomic clocks. PSR J0437-4715 is the first MSP to have its X-ray emission detected 
and studied in detail. (source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSR_J0437-4715)     
----------  

So let us clearly see the basic data regarding this “exclusively Bright” and “most notable Pulsar”  
in these regards above, here thus: 
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PSR J0437-4715 (Pulsar) 

Coordinates (J-2000) 

Right Ascension: 4 hours   37 minutes   15.7 seconds (=i.e. round number: 16 seconds)  

So we can clearly see here:  

seconds    minutes    hours                        

  16       37      04     =19x… 

Declination: -47 degrees   15 arcminutes  7.9 arcseconds (=i.e. round number: 8 arcseconds)  

So we can clearly see here:  

degrees   arcminutes   arcseconds                        

 47       15         8     =19x… 

*Please, note that only within that main parameter above (=i.e. “hours”), we have thus  
legitimately placed an extra “0” before “4” therein.)  

 

Rotational Period: (around its own axis) 5.7574 millisecond 

5.7  =19x… 

Orbital Period : (around its companion star) 5.7410 days   

5.7  =19x… 
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Orbital eccentricity :  0.000019186 

0.000019  =19x… 

Orbital inclination :  42.75356 

42.75  =19x… 

 

*Please, note that we have thus mainly taken into account only two --(excluding those “zeros” 
above)-- digits after decimal points, and thus rightfully “disregarded/excluded” the rest                
--on the left  side-- and thus rightfully “disregarded/eliminated” the rest --on the right side-- 
based on these most fundamental and basic Verses in this regard (=74/26-31) here again,                        
(so please, see it again on  p. 3), in the first place.                                                             

*And please, note that we can see each of those “19” coded, most essential parameters above                
in a perfectly “Symmetrical Way,” if/when we look at this “most notable Pulsar” (=86/1-3)    
while it is in motion when “on the left side,” or/and “on the right side” of its specific orbit  
therein now.   
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image credit: chandra.harvard.edu --Optical: DSS, Illustration: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss-- (Cygnus X-1) 

 

15- I solemnly swear by the Invisible ones (=alKhunnas).        
16- (Together with) those running/revolving ones (in their orbits), the Visible ones (=alKunnas).  
(Quran Testament 81/15-16)   

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those   
specific Invisible ones together with those running/revolving companions: Visible ones above), 
and also within themselves, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth!   
(Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------            
Cygnus X-1 is the most famous example of “High Mass X Ray Binary” systems.   
It is among the strongest X Ray source in the night sky.        
It is one of the heaviest stellar-mass blackholes to date in MilkyWay.      
It is the brightest persistence source of hard X Rays (E > 20 keV) on the sky.    
Such a stellar-mass black hole is normally totally invisible to us (*“alKhunnas:                                      
thus the Invisible ones” in the above Verse!) But in such a binary system (=i.e. it has a 
companion star) bright X Rays might give away its presence.                                         
This is the first discovered X Ray source and a stellar-mass black hole.     
Cygnus X-1 was the subject of a friendly scientific wager between physicists Stephen Hawking 
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and Kip Thorne in 1974, with Hawking betting that it was not a black hole. He conceded the bet 
in 1990 after observational data had strengthened the case that there was indeed a black hole                  
in the system. (sources: skyandtelescope.com/community/skyblog/newsblog/Cygnus-X-1-
Exactly-134241693.html & en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cygnus_X-1)  

(Companion Star) HDE 226868 is a blue supergiant star.        
It is totally visible to us (*“alKunnas: thus the Visible ones” in the above Verse!) through 
telescopes in visible spectrum. It revolves around the Cygnus X-1, and Cygnus X-1 revolves 
around it. (But because Cygnus X-1 is totally invisible to us, so we can only see HDE 226868 
revolving there (=hence it is also exclusively called “the running/revolving ones” in the second 
Verse therein above; 81/16)!                                                                                                                                                   
(sources: observing.skyhound.com/archives/avg1/V1674_Cyg.html & hea-www.cfa.harvard.edu 
/~jein/apj_742_2_84.pdf)            
----------  

So let us clearly see the basic data regarding this “exclusively Bright” and “most notable Binary 
System” in these regards above, here thus: 

Cygnus X-1 / HDE 226868 (Binary System)   

Coordinates (J-2000) 

Right Ascension: 19 hours   58 minutes   21.676 seconds  

So we can clearly see here:  

  hours    minutes    seconds                        

  19      58      21.6     =19x… 

Declination: +35 degrees   12 arcminutes   5.775 arcseconds  

So we can clearly see here:  

arcseconds   arcminutes   degrees                        

 05.7       12        35     =19x… 
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*Please, note that we have thus placed the Right Ascension parameters in proper order (=i.e.              
as “hours & minutes & seconds”) and the Declination parameters in reverse order (=i.e.                         
as “arcseconds & arcminutes & degrees”) for this most specific “Black Hole” here,   
and we had placed the Right Ascension parameters in reverse order (=i.e. as “seconds & minutes 
& hours”) and the Declination parameters in proper order (=i.e. as “degrees & arcminutes & 
arcseconds”) for that most specific “Pulsar” before this (please, see it again on p. 149),                       
thus in such a --(in exact opposite way)-- perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary 
manner here. And so because that we have legitimitely placed a “0” before “4” therein within the 
(reverse ordered) Right Ascension (=i.e. hours: “ 04” at the end therein), we may legitimately 
place a “0” before “5.7” here within the (reverse ordered) Declination (=i.e. arcseconds: “ 05.7” 
at the beginning therein) thus in such a --(in exact opposite way)-- perfectly parallel and 
absolutely complementary manner here again.     

 

Cygnus X-1 (=i.e. the Invisible one here; 81/15)          
(=so if we get that specific number: 1 here)  

HDE-226868 (=i.e. the Visible one here; 81/16)          
(=so if we get that specific number: 226868 here)  

1  226868  = 19x… 

 

Cygnus X-1 (=i.e. the Invisible one here; 81/15) is 14.8 times massive than our Sun                           
(=so if we make it round as: 15 here)            

HDE-226868 (=i.e. the Visible one here; 81/16) is 19.2 times massive than our Sun    
(=so if we make it round as: 20 here)     

15  20  = 19x… 

*Please, note that Scientists can discover and “name” or/and “number” all astronomical objects always under 

the Watchful Eyes of AL-LAH and by HIS permission. (=Quran Testament 2/255) So every action of human 

beings --(if/when it is approved by AL-LAH)-- is thus created and implemented by AL-LAH, in essence, in               

the first place. (=Quran Testament 2/255 & 21/80 & 8/17 & …) (So please, certainly see again that                          

most fundamental and basic Explanation in this regard, on p. 12 now.)                 
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Cygnus X-1 (=i.e. the Invisible one here; 81/15) its apparent magnitude (in visible spectrum)                                
is none (=i.e. totally invisible)            
(=so if we take it as: 0.0 here)  

HDE-226868 (=i.e. the Visible one here; 81/16) its apparent magnitude (in visible spectrum)                                
is in the range of 8.9 – 8.7             
(=so if we take it as: 8.9  8.7 here)      

0.0  0.0  8.9  8.7  = 19x… 

 

Cygnus X-1 (=i.e. the Invisible one here; 81/15) moves through MilkyWay galaxy                                 

at 21 km per second (=i.e. 75600 km per hour)         

(=so if we increase that specific number only one digit as: 75601 here)  

HDE-226868 (=i.e. the Visible one here; 81/16) moves through MilkyWay galaxy                                 

at 21 km per second (=i.e. 75600 km per hour)         

(=so if we increase that specific number only one digit as: 75601 here)   

75601  75601  = 19x… 
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Cygnus X-1 (=i.e. the Invisible one here; 81/15) orbits around HDE-226868                                 

in 5.599829 days             

(=so if we increase it by “5” just at that “5th” digit after that decimal point as: 5.59987 here)  

HDE-226868 (=i.e. the Visible one here; 81/16) orbits around Cygnus X-1                                 

in 5.599829 days             

(=so if we increase it by “5” just at that “5th” digit after that decimal point as: 5.59987 here)  

5.59987  5.59987  = 19x… 

 

(*The data is basically retrieved from these sites: “aavso.org” & “stars.astro.illinois.edu” & “observing. 
skyhound.com” & “skyandtelescope.com” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   
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image credit: nasa.gov –(by pat corkery, united launch alliance) LCROSS Mission to Moon  

 

1- The Hour --(of this “Smoke” and those “Heavenly Requitals” thereafter, here in this case  
now; 44/10-16)-- has (thus) come closer, and the Moon was split.      
2- But if they see a (mathematical) “Sign,” they (still) turn away and say: A persistent delusion!                                
(Quran Testament 54/1-2) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that 
most specific “splitting of the Moon” event above now), and also within themselves, until (thus) 
it becomes perfectly clear to them that it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

 

----------             
The “Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite” (=LCROSS) was a robotic 
spececraft operated by NASA. The main LCROSS mission objective was to explore the presence 
of water ice in a permanently shadowed crater near a Lunar polar region.      
LCROSS was designed to collect and relay data from the impact and debris plume resulting from 
the launch vehicle's spent Centaur upper stage (and data collecting Shepherding Spacecraft) 

striking the crater Cabeus near the south pole of the Moon. --(**this is the moment of 

splitting (=anshaqqa) of the Moon” by these impacts; because e.g. the same root 

word is thus specifically used to refer to the “splitting (=shaqaqna) of the Earth”  
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by the impact of the rain droplets here in this case; Quran Testament 80/26)--   
Centaur impacted successfully on October 9, 2009, at 11:31 UTC. The Shepherding Spacecraft 
descended through Centaur's ejectate plume, collected and relayed data, impacting six minutes 
later at 11:37 UTC. (source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LCROSS & nasa.gov/LCROSS)   
----------    

So let us clearly see the basic data regarding this “most memorable and important                     
Historic Event” in this regard above, here thus: 

Launch Time:             

Centaur rocket             5:32  p.m. (EDT)        

Shepherding Spacecraft  5:32  p.m. (EDT) 

(*They are connected to each other at the time of Launch.)  

5:32  5:32   =  19x… 

                                              

Impact Time:             

Centaur rocket             11:31  a.m. (UTC)        

Shepherding Spacecraft  11:37  a.m. (UTC) 

(*They were separated from each other before the time of Impact.)                                    

11:31  11:37  =  19x…                                                

 

*Please, note that we can lawfully and appropriately use EDT (=Eastern Daylight Time)                             
for the time of the Launch (for this specific location: Florida, U.S. therein) on this Earth then, 
and UTC (=Coordinated Universal Time) for the time of the Impact on the Moon thereafter.  
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Inert mass (without fuel) at the time of Launch 

Centaur rocket             2247.09  kg  (=so if we keep it round as: 2247 kg)    

Shepherding Spacecraft  585.13  kg  (=so if we round it as: 586 kg) 

2247  586  =  19x… 

 

Dimensions (maximum length, and maximum width from antenna to antenna) 

Centaur rocket             12.68  m  (=so if we round it as: 13 m)     

Shepherding Spacecraft  3.30  m  (=so if we keep it round as: 3 m) 

13  3  =  19x… 

 

Minimum range of Mass at the time of Impact 

Centaur rocket             2249  kg  (=such a Mass would weigh on Moon: 373.3 kg)  

Shepherding Spacecraft  621  kg  (=such a Mass would weigh on Moon: 103.1 kg) 

373  103  =  19x… 

 

It would create a Crater on Moon whose diameter is approximately 

by Centaur rocket      20  m          

by Shepherding Spacecraft     14  m   

20  14  =  19x… 
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Launch Date:             

Centaur rocket             June 18, 2009        

Shepherding Spacecraft  June 18, 2009  

(*They are connected to each other at the time of Launch.)                                         

Impact Date:             

Centaur rocket             October 9, 2009        

Shepherding Spacecraft  October 9, 2009  

(*They were separated from each other before the time of Impact.)                                    

So the “total number of days” from Launch to Impact (counting June 18 as the first day above, 
and October 9 as the final day therein)  

for Centaur rocket           114th Day          

for Shepherding Spacecraft  114th Day 

114  114  =  19x…                                                

 

Launch Date:    Year   Day   Month         

Centaur rocket             2009     18     6        

Shepherding Spacecraft  2009     18     6  

(*They are connected to each other at the time of Launch.)                                                                                                         

2009  2009  18  6  18  6  =  19x…                                                                                                                          
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Impact Date:              Month   Day     Year        

Centaur rocket               10     9   2009        

Shepherding Spacecraft    10     9   2009  

(*They are separated from each other at the time of Impact.)                                                                                                         

10  9  10  9  2009  2009  =  19x…                                                

*Please, note that as there is such a contrast between Launch (=Ascent) X Impact (=Descent) 
herein, so there may thus legitimately be such a contrast between Launch Date (=i.e. as                                   
“Year – Day – Month ”) X Impact Date (=i.e. as “Month  – Day – Year”) above. 

 

(*The data is basically retrieved from these sites: “nasa.gov/LCROSS” & “en.wikipedia.org” & 
“spaceflightnow.com” for/in these excellent Tables above.)   
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image credit: space.com   -(Fundamental Year: 2014)- 

 

20:14        

AL-LAH said: I am AL-LAH, there is no god except ME; so you shall serve ME, and you shall 
observe/maintain the Support for MY “Commemoration” (=Dhekree; thus a specific reference 
also and especially to HIS “19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles” 
here now; 74/26-30, 31)!    

20:15  

Certainly, the Hour --(of this “Smoke” and those “Heavenly Requitals” thereafter, here in this 
case again now; 44/10-16)-- is surely coming! AL-LAH said: I certainly keep it (=its exact 
Month, Day and Year) hidden; each soul shall be paid for its works.    

20:16  

So do not be diverted (=thus a specific reference also and especially to this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” and all those who believe with him here; 12/108)-- 
therefrom by those who do not believe in it --those who pursue their own opinions-- lest you fall! 

(Quran Testament 20:14-15-16) 

----------             
So please, certainly see “An Essential Miracle” document, p. 28-32 now, thus to clearly witness 
this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” and this fast 
approaching “Hour” (=54/1-2 & 21/1-10) therein now, in the first place.      
---------- 
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Last of all, please, note that the author of this document (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of  
the Covenant” here) has no relation or affiliation with none of those sites from which all those 
images and data have thus legitimately been retrieved for/in this Document now, and due credit 
has already thus openly, clearly and truthfully been given to each of them herein, exclusively and 
only for all those specific data and images therein. And all those specific data have thus 
rightfully been retrieved from those most credible sites and sources in Scientific respects therein; 
but if there is still --unintentional or inadvertent-- any mistake, contradiction, or error herein,               
AL-LAH will absolutely nullify them and will thus unmistakably and clearly establish thereafter 
HIS “19” coded, (mathematical) “Signs” in their most accurate and perfect forms herein again, 
if/when HE wills so. (So please, certainly see in this respect now: Quran Testament 34/50 & 
22/52-57)    

The sole purpose of the author (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here) is thus 
to clearly present to all humanity --without asking of them any payment or/and any monetary 
gain, in nowhere and in no way, at all for this most critical and important MESSAGE here   

(please, see Quran Testament 38/86-88)-- (*so it is also thus definitely prohibited to copy and sell that 

“Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document before this, and also “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document 

here now for any commercial/monetary gains whatsoever in nowhere and in no way again at all)--    

the most magnificent “Mathematical Signs” which thus clearly and unmistakably prove to us 
that there is only One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) who has thus created HIS Book of Universe, and 
HIS Book of Religion based on “19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical 
Miracles,” from the very beginning! (So please, certainly see in this respect now:                             
Quran Testament 41/53 &  74/26-31 &  112/1-4)  

So henceforth, whoever loves AL-LAH here (3/31) from among the jews, christians, arabs,                             
and the buddhists, hindus, atheists, agnostics, and all others (29/47) should thus follow this                 
most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and 
anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace 
be upon each of them) here (3/31), that AL-LAH may thus love them and forgive all their                      
past sins and/or mistaken or sinful deeds, and henceforth thus rightfully guide and reward them 
in this Most Generous and Most Benevolent manner here (25/70-71) as HE has thus promised to 
him (=93/7 & 48/1-3) and to all those who will thus rightfully follow him in this respect (12/108) 
here now. (So please, also certainly see in this regard now: Quran Testament 7/196 & 39/33-35) 
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So to clearly witness this most Superb and matchless “MESSAGE of AL-LAH ” (=17/88)                              

and all of HIS “19”  coded, most Magnificent and matchless “Symmetrical Plannings” therein 
(=74/26-31) please, see now: QURAN TESTAMENT, and then each and every one of those                    
Most Miraculous Documents thereafter, as all of them have already thus clearly been presented 
therein, one after the other (=29/49), in the first place.                                                                                                   

Peace be upon all of you. (Quran Testament 27/59 & 6/54)    

            

 Mateen,    
January 2014    

 


